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Balm and Hope
is afoot In the world
as the New Year dawns.
Throughout the globe men and
women, harried almost to distraction a few months ago by the
carnage of war and now disturbed to the very depths of their
souls by the vexing problems of
peace, are looking desperately for
balm and hope. What do they
find? Confusion reigns supreme
in the minds and purposes of
many of the high and mighty of
this earth. Suspicion and selfishness are running amuck. In some
lands the bitter gall of defeat has
given rise to black despair; in
others it has created an overpowering lust for revenge. Pride and
arrogance fill the hearts of some
of the victors. In more than one
country hunger and disease are
taking a dreadful toll of lives.

U

NREST

T H E

EDITORS

Many rulers and statesmen are
utterly without vision and wisdom.
The world needs humility as
the New Year steps across the
threshold. It needs the humility
which comes from the realization
that the all-powerful Lord of the
Nations disposes while puny man
proposes, the humility which
arises from the knowledge that
the King of Kings, who has far
more might than one can dream
of even in the atomic age, is not
·mocked. The world needs the humility which springs from the
recognition of man's inherent
frailty and God's stern justice
and abiding mercy.
There would be less confusion
and less unrest in the world of
1946 if men and women, both
those who sit in high places and
those who constantly wonder
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what the high-placed will do
next, did not think and . act as
though the human brain were
the fountainhead of all wisdom.
All mankind has need of the wisdom which has its origin in the
fear of the Lord. True Christians
will pray more fervently in the
New Year than ever before that
the Word of the Lord, with its
comfort-bringing message of grace
and love, may have free course
everywhere under the sun. Where
else shall one look for real balm
and hope in these parlous and
troubled times?

1946
were moments during
war years when everyone
must have thought that no year
of peace could ever approximate
the problems of a war year. And
yet, now that 1946 is with us, the
almost endless problems of peace
arouse in all men a feeling of
bafflement and even the sense of
tragic up.certainty. The harvest of
the war years has overwhelmed
the world with its terrifying
abundance.
While formal war has been
ended with the signing of the
surrender terms on the USS Missouri, yet the fact remains that
ma·n y parts of the world live in
an uneasy tension. The areas of
disturbance seem to be growing
HERE

T the

larger. The conference of the foreign ministers in London last fall
was a sad revelation of altruism
mixed with a strong dose of national self-interest. Instead of approaching a solution of problems
the representatives of the larger
powers seem only to have increased the complexity of the
world's trouble. The problem of
Palestine has not been solved and
the Arab world mutters constantly of recourse to arms for the settlement of old scores. Unhappy
Greece is a tinder box of potential civil war. The Balkans writhe
under the heel of a new totalitarian invader. There seem to be
indications that the Baltic states
rna y rise in open rebellion. The
partition of Germany by the victorious powers is creating an international migraine.
And what shall one say about
the situation in China now that
a new year is beginning? There
may be any number of temporary
truces between the Nationalists
and Communists but what guar- antee do we have that a bitter
civil war may not suddenly flare
up, eventually drawing in the rest
of the world? In those countries
dominated by the French, British, and Dutch there is continued
violent dissent. Natives from the
southernmost tip of the Malayan
countries to the northernmost
border of India are insisting upon self-determination. About the
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only areas of peace seem to be the
cemeteries on Tarawa and Iwo
Jima where lie the dead of both
sides.
In the western hemisphere the
days of declared peace are not too
halcyon. In South America fascists of one stripe or another are
thumbing their collective noses at
Uncle Sam and are determined,
so it seems, to take up where Hitler and Franco left off. In this
country racial tensions are certainly not being eased. High
school students are infected with
this virus of intolerance and not
even a popular crooner can bring
them to their senses. Walking
through that troubled camp
called Labor-Industry, one feels
that weapons are being fingered
in preparation for a terrible D·
Day of industrial strife.
The only hopeful sign on this
threshold of another year is the
attitude of the Church. There are
indications that the Church is,
for once, fully aware of what
faces the world and that now, as
never before, the voice of God
must be heard. Education and
science have failed miserably to
make man live peacefully with
his fellow. Perhaps the Church in
1 946 can arouse the individual
conscience and prevent the reversion to barbarism which seems to
be the fate of this unhappy
world. Once more the ancient
trumpet call of the Church to re-
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pentance and faith must be made
with vigor and enthusiasm. The
roar and turbulence of the days
and nights of 1946 can be hushed
by the eternal word alone. This
we must believe if we are to enter
1946 with courage and hope.

Martin Luther Still Speaks

"I some time
and shudder that at
Christ may send a
FEAR

council of angels upon Germany
utterly destroying us, like Sodom
and Gomorrah." So wrote Martin
Luther (died February 18, 1546)
in his preface to one of the greatest of all religious documents, the
Smalcald Articles.
A council has descended upon
Germany in World War II and
has, by means of bombs, destroyed Germany, if not utterly,
at least in large part. Everyone
who has seen the bomb-shelled
cities of Germany tells the same
story: indescribable devastation
and destruction.
Martin Luther said other meaningful things. His contributions
to the Church of the Reformation and to \Vestern thought in
general are so incalculable that
they can never be exhausted in
terms of human speech. But behind all he said there resided in
his heart that fear of what would
happen to Germany if it rejected
the free Gospel of Christ'.

I
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vVorld War II has reduced not
a single American city to a Sodom or a Gomorrah. Only a year
after the outbreak of the war,
Americans began to forget about
air-raid shelters, blackouts, and
warning signals. They sat by the
radio and quite complacently
heard news analysts and reporters
tell about bombing expeditions
leaving air-fields in England and
carrying a heavy freight of bombs
across the channel to unload
them on industrial targets in Germany. They could only faintly
imagine what destruction these
raids accomplished. And when
two atomic bombs were released
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
Japan, many Americans seemed
more interested in the nature and
construction of these bombs than
in the devastating results which
they achieved.
\Ve have reason to thank God
that World War II is over. We
have reason to thank Him that
for a time at least there will be no
bombing. We are hoping that
ways · and means may be found
that use of the atomic bomb will
be outlawed by all the nations of
the world. But, like Martin Luther, we need to remember that
unless Americans give the Gospel
c·f Jesus Christ every opportunity
in their own lives and seek to
bring that Gospel to others, there
may come a day of fearful reckoning when also our cities will be

bombed into ruins and become
like Sodom and Gomorrah. The
beginning of this new year and a
contemplation of Luther's frequent warnings should make every American thoughtful, humble, and truly penitent.

White Crosses
may not be long now before
American tourists will again
invade foreign shores. They will
fly in luxurious airplanes or travel in undreamed-of comfort in
giant ocean liners. They will see
beautiful sights undamaged by
World War II. They will also see
ir1describable devastation, whether it be in Europe, or Africa, or
Asia, or · islands of the Pacific.
They will see white crosses in
many parts of the world, thousands of them, all of them silent
witnesses to the tragic truth that
beneath them lie the remains of
American young men who gave
up their lives that America might
live.
White crosses. Solemn reminders, too, that Americans revere
the symbol of the cross and that
for many Americans the cross has
been hallowed by the death of
the Son of God. White crossesreminders also that what Americans fought for in \t\Torld War II
was conceived by them to be pure
and right. Will these white crosses

I
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mean more? WiTI they mean that
it is the duty of every American
to oppose measures designed to
humiliate vanquished and prostrate enemies? Will they mean
.that Americans are sincerely
striving to establish good will
among the nations of the earth?
Will they mean that Americans
are seeking to have other peoples
of the earth understand us and
our views of life? Will they mean
that Americans are sincere in
their belief that all men are created equal and that they are endowed by their Creator with inalienable rights such as life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness?
White crosses! They represent
a humanitarian obligation which
Americans must fulfill if for no
other reason than to escape selfdestr.u ction. They represent
America's obligation to share
from its abundance of natural resources and acquired wealth with
the poverty-stricken peoples of
the world, and lo share it now.
As Representative J. W. Trimble
of Arkansas recently said:
Under white crosses all over the
world and beneath the ever-changing
waves of all the seas rest thousands
upon thousands of America's greatest
treasure-her young men and women.
Did they die in order that those of us
who survive shall have all we want of
food and clothing while others starve
through no fault of their own? We
grow by sharing, and if America sur-
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vives the future it will be because she
has the bigness of spirit to know and
understand the sufferings of others
throughout the world and is ready to
share.

Button? Button? Who Has
the Button?

IN

one of the last issues of
before it ~eased publication, there was a cartoon showing a major-general intently
studying the book How to Win
F1·iends and Influence People.
The general had every reason to
study and apply the book. The
cartoon outlined once more, .however, the larger problem of the
returning veteran and his role in
civilian life. Some 3,ooo,ooo servicemen are demobilized at this
writing. Already the problem of
reemployment, let alone personal
readjustment, is proving to be an
intricate one. Here are just a few
parts of the many. problems facing the discharged veteran.
1) Servicemen who have held
jobs in industries strongly unionized find that the Selective Service Act interpretation of seniority
rights does not jibe with the unions' interpretation.
2) Technological advances in
certain industries have rendered
old jobs obsolete.
3) Servicemen who were farmers find their farms run down or
Yank~
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find that the farm market has
been over-expanded. Now they
must decrease production and at
the same time struggle with decreased prices.
4) New training and experiences in the services have given
the veteran the desire for a different type of job which either
exists only in part or for which
he has been inadequately trained
to meet civilian standards.
5) Men who had complete
training in, let us say, the air
force find that the aviation industry cannot possibly absorb them
all. Hence the frequent sight of
P-38 pilots driving soft-drink
trucks.
6) Veterans who wish to return to school find the provisions
of the GI bill inadequate because
of increased living costs or they
cannot find adequate housing.
(The amended GI Bill now before Congress may amend for the
better some of these provisions.)
7) Veterans wishing to establish their own business discover
that the loan provisions of the
GI Bill are hemmed in with red
tape.
8) Veterans, particularly officers who have held high rank and
have received excellent pay, discover that civilian jobs with
equivalent pay and responsibility
are scarce or non-existent.
g) The entire matter of readjustment to the civilian way of

doing things will be in many respects difficult. The civilian does
live in a different world. If any
one doubts this, then read Cpl.
John Bartlow l\1artin's article in
ovember Harpers. ("I am mad
because the civilians never
learned much about war. Civilians think war means battle ....
But there are other matters.
There is the enormity of the indignity to man.")
Perhaps all of these real or supposed antagonisms and differences
will vanish with time, but one always remembers that the rabblerouser or the lobbyist can find
fertile soil in such a large group.
Here the unscrupulous man can
sow his seeds of discontent and
rebellion. It will require infinite
patience and tact to handle all
these problems and mutual understanding will be the order of
the day.

Niirnberg: Drama in Multicolor
hundred years ago there
F ouR
lived in Niirnberg, Germany,
a cobbler who achieved fame because of his vast literary output.
His name was Hans Sachs. He
wrote comedies and tragedies. But
even today it is sometimes hard
to tell whether certain of his
plays are comedies or tragedies.
One wonders what kind of play
Hans Sachs would have written

I
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could he have had a box-seat at
the present trial of Nazi ringleaders.
The trial at Niirnberg is baffling. Goering, Hess, and other
leading Nazis are not tried by national courts. If only one-tenth of
the charges raised against them
are true-and no one doubts that
they are true-is it conceivable
that national courts would not
condemn them to death? What
happened to Laval, to Quisling,
and to collaborators in Hungary
and Czecho-Slovakia? All of these
were tried by national courts,
sentenced to death, and executed
soon thereafter. Nor are these
Nazi ringleaders tried by representatives of neutral countries
like Sweden and Switzerland
whose impartiality it would be
difficult to disprove. They are
rather being tried by a military
court composed of members of
Allied governments. Even Russians are taking part in the trial.
Perhaps among these Russians
there is one or the other who
knows very well that shortly before the outbreak of the war, Hitler and Stalin decided for the division of Europe between them.
And perhaps one or the other of
these Russian representatives still
remembers that soon after the
Russian Revolution, Stalin and
his party resorted to every form
of liquidation to consolidate their
empire. And what are we to think

1
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of the obvious intention at the
trial in ~iirnberg to provide popular entertainment when we read
of the employment of movie cameras and telephonic headsets? We
ask: Is it a comedy or a .tragedy?
That it is "drama in multicolor"
no one will deny.
We believe Justice Robert H.
Jackson's opening address before
the international military tribunal to be a significant document
in international law. But if we
know anything about past wars
and the treatment of those responsible for these wars, Justice
Jackson's principle, "The ultimate step in avoiding periodic
wars, which are inevitable in a
system of international lawlessness, is to make statesmen responsible to law," looks like the idealism of the Atlantic Charter. We
know now what happened to that
document. It was shelved when
the emergency was past. We trust
Justice Jackson's principle will
not meet the same fate.

Either-Or
newspaper cartoonists
have attempted to portray
the dilemma in which modern
man found himself after N agasaki and Hiroshima. However, it
has remained for the old master,
Fitzpatrick of the St. Louis Post
Dispatch) adequately and graphi

M
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cally to present man's difficulty in
solving the problem of control of
the newly-discovered atomic
bomb.
Against a dark background of
gathering clouds Fitzpatrick
shows two planets-the bewildered
world and grim atomic powermeeting face to face. The sole
legend below the cartoon is Well?
Fitzpatrick has graphically presented the problem; he has no
solution. Nor, apparently, does
anyone else. The futile debates
on the questions of "to share or
not to share," "to outlaw or to
control," will never solve the
problem. The solution lies with
man. Man must now decide either
to live as a primate, as the highest form of animal life, or to conduct himself as a being created
in the image of God. The dilemma is absolute. It's either-or.

Better Housing
the most pressing probO lemsof facing
the United States
NE

is that of housing. Of the more
than thirty-seven million dwelling
units in the United States, over
eleven million are without running water. Fifteen million have
no private sanitary facilities. Seventeen million are without a private bath. Three million are overcrowded, and seven million are

in immediate need of major repairs.
Moreover, the approximate
number of houses and apartment
units needed in the post-war era
is twelve million. Six million will
be needed to replace sub-standard
structures. Four million will be
required to satisfy the normal
population gain. One and onehalf million will be used for the
establishment or re-establishment
of returning servicemen's homes.
Another million will be needed
to replace losses.
Many people are already building new homes. A more than
superficial study of the problem
of housing has convinced us that
t he American people are not
profiting from the sad and costly
housing mistakes made during the
building boom following the last
war. An inflationary economy
coupled with near-sighted union
policies, outmoded building codes,
costly and sometimes unethical
trade practices, and a stubborn
resistance to innovations have resulted in an orgy of expensive
jerry-building.

Capital and Labor
solution tO the
labor-management problem
was recently offered by Senator
Knowland, successor to the late
Hiram Johnson of -california.

A

PERMANENT
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Knowland proposed that there
be an annual adjustment of wages
in various industries in acc;ordance with the earning power of
the business. He further advocated
that labor and capital meet at the
beginning of each fiscal year for
the purpose of estimating the
year's profit and for the purpose
of maki•ng an equitabl,e distribution of the profits to labor
through wages, to capital through
dividends, and to the consumer
through reduction in prices. He
also proposed a ten per cent increase in wages immediately in
order to sustain the nation's buying power.
To our lay mind there appears
to be at least ohe fly in Senator
Knowland's ointment. Aside from
its revolutionary nature, his plan
would necessitate the opening of
a company's books to the public.
It is extremely doubtful whether
industry would be willing to take
this step.

What God Hath Joined
reaction has alO readypostwar
set in that will have
NE

more far-reaching effects than all
the current industrial strife that
is plaguing the nation. Judges,
sociologists, and psychologists
(where a-re the religious leaders?)
are reported as deeply disturbed
over the soaring divorce rate-hal£

9

as many divorces as marriages in
30 of the nation's leading cities
during the first ten months of the
past year. 228,ooo marriages and
111,000 divorce actions have been
recorded.
What is the cause? Hasty war
marriages, says one. Inability of
working wives to adjust to the
housewives' routine, says another.
Greedy wives, hunting insurance
or the honor of being a hero's
consort, says a third~ Unfaithfulness, charge thousands of returning servicemen.
How shall this dangerous trend
be checked? Pass a law making it
more difficult to get married, advises one. Pass a law making it
more difficult to get a divorce,
says another (though greedy states
have been passing laws in the
other direction in the past years).
Establish a national organization
to "combat the evil of the broken
home" is a third suggestion. Close
bars and taverns, a fourth. Mothers, aid your children to "emancipate their emotions," advises a
fifth: A calendar clerk in the domestic relations court at Atlanta
had the bright idea of stopping
marriages.
But none of these experts suggested that perhaps it would help
to go back to the Scriptural principle that marriage is a divine institution. No one thought that a
solution might be found in God's
instruction to husbands and wives.

1
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in His teachings of marriage and
divorce. No one recognized that
a regenerate heart is also at the
bottom of a successful marriage
and the happiness promised
therein.
Until sociologists, jurists, and
psychologists (and pastors, too)
build on that foundation, and
their clients, the husbands and
wives, as well, we need look for
no improvement in the divorce
rate, the broken homes, and all
the unhappiness and evil that
these social ills generate. Once
again the recognition of a social
ill is far from being its cure.

More Heat Than Light
every day, over every
A radio station,
the listener can
LMOST

hear heated arguments on the
new medical care bill now before
Congress.
As to the merits of the proposal, we are not prepared to say.
And from most of the statements
now being presented, we judge
that the speakers are not prepared to say either. When the
American people are given the
unadulterated facts, in sufficient
abundance, they are able to come
to sound conclusions. History will
bear out this fact.
HoweYer, it is getting increasingly difficult to get the truth.
That is the disturbing element.

Speakers and writers are becoming more and more ready to use
what the semanticists call "loaded
words," words that "reveal or
arouse feelings," words which assume things to be true without
presenting evidence that they are
true.
Many good examples of this
underhanded method of argumentation and persuasion an:
found in the discussions of thE
medical bill. Some physicians insist that the government's plan
"vill give us socialized medicine
or bureaucratic medicine, whatever that is. On the other hand,
proponents of the measure claim
that there will be no regimentation of the doctors and that the
American Medical Association is
autocratic and reactionary.
These italicized words are loaded words. They do nothing but
confuse the issues. In the vital
questions which will be discussed
here and elsewhere in the immediate years ahead, we can afford to be anything but confused
-which is probably a loaded word
too.

Truman and the Baptists
Baptist General Convenmeeting at Ft. Worth,
Texas, last November passed a
resolution expressing its disapproval of Baylor University's in·
HE

T tion,
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tention to confer upon President
Truman an honorary degree of
doctor of laws. Their disapproval
stemmed from the President's alleged attitude toward liquor and
poker playing, two activities
which, together with smoking, are
frowned upon severely by Baptists.
vV. H. Kittrell, Secretary of the
Texas State Democratic Executive
Committee, thereupon took it
upon himself to reprove the Convention for its action, accusing
them of "taking up the petty gossip of talebearers." His remarks in
effect implied "whether the President drinks or gambles is no concerns of yours." Pat Neff, Baylor's
prexy, in the meantime threw
himself into the fray, asserting
that Baylor's choice of doctoral
candidates was Baylor's business
and not that of the convention.
The President could have the degree any time he wanted it.
We do not know how direct the
Baptist Convention's control of
Baylor University is, so we cannot
say whether they were talking out
of turn or not. Nor do we know
the measures taken by Baptists in
disciplining their erring members.

11

Nor do we know whether drinking and gambling are sufficient
grounds for discipline. Mr. Truman professes to be a Baptist,
and if his attitude is inconsistent
with Baptist doctrine and practice, that body has a right to say
so, and to demand a conformity
on his part. And the fact that Mr.
Truman is President does not
alter that. Would Mr. Kittrell deny a church body the right to discipline a member who errs according to its lights? No matter what
a non-Baptist may think of Baptist grounds for discipline, the
Baptist Church has every right to
exercise discipline upon any
member whose conduct betrays
their Baptist profession, all the
State Democratic committee members notwithstanding.
On the other hand, to e~press
disapproval by withholding an
honorary degree is a rather roundabout method of discipline. If the
Baptist Convention doesn't like
President Truman's mishandling
of Baptist teaching, it seems to us
they could deal with it more effectively-if not quite so sensationally-by talking to Mr. Truman
himself.

l
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PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y

0.

N otes for New Year's Eve
It was almost midnight when
my train finally crawled into Chicago . ... The air was heavy with
winter . . . . A bitter wind swept
the st1·eets of the Loop~ dry snow
swirled into the dark river~ the
clock on the station was almost
obscured~ and a few derelicts
stood huddled in the deserted
doorway of the barbershop on.
Canal Street . ... From a hankytonk came the strains of "White
Christmas/' its homesickness more
sharp at this hour. ... For a moment I stood uncertainly on the
corner~· the prospect of driving
fifty miles along the shore of Lake
!vi ichigan was almost as r:hill as
the night itself . ... But I knew
that Chicago hotels at this season
had as little room as the innkeeper at Bethlehem many years
ago. . . . I turned up my coat
collar against the wind from the
river, headed for the dim garage~
1·oused the attendant~ and began
to drive across the Loop and down
the Outer Drive. , .. Out there

P.
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the snow was falling even more
heavily~ drifting into white
mounds and Tidges across the
road . . . . The way of the wind
with the snow is something which
would ?~ewm·d some learning . . ..
It seems to be as unpredictable
and haphazard as life itself~ but~
like life~ its waywardness~ I am
sure~ is only seeming . ... I slowed
the car down . ... It was going to
be a long~ cold drive . ... I pressed
the gadget that threw the lights
down on. the road . ... When they
were up~- they tried vainly to
pierce a blinding~ moving wall of
sno1.o~ troubling the darkness but
not conquering it . ...
Time to think of many things.
. . . Of how Christmas was coming again, white with snow for
us and white with fear for more
men and women than ever before.
. . . Of the real reasons for the
world's turning to Christmas, the
tortured instant of remembered
innocence and the happy instant
of remembered joy .... A few days
earlier I had seen· a father and
12
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mother take a little boy through
the wonders of a department store.
. . . They were more interesting
than the- little boy.... A tenderness, a desperate desire to have
him see this marvelous and different world, to touch it and
know it before he would know the
world they knew, the world of
wars and concentration camps,
and the burden of incertitude....
"Once," they seemed to say and
feel, "we were like that and we
want to live it again in this child.
'.Ve are sad because it is not ours,
but we are glad that it is his for
a little while." ... So his dreams
are better tonight than theirs and
he still knows the amazing harvest of a simple faith, the quiet
reasonableness of God's world ....
I am sure that he sleeps well this
night . . . .
The car moved slowly through
the drifting snow. . . . At the
sharp turns in South Chicago its
lights shone momentarily on the
drab homes of the men who work
in the flaming mills along the
lake . ... Many of them were on
strike, I remembered reading in
the evening paper, and only an
occasional pillar of sparks thrust
upward through the night . . . .
A grey figure suddenly appeared
at a crossing and as I jammed on
the brakes the car swerved and
slid a few feet. . . . The man
raised his hand in ironic salute
and disappeared down a side
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street . ... The lights of a tavern
across the stTeet went out . ... To
my left the midnight train for
New York whistled mournfully
for the Calumet Road crossing.
. . . I settled myself more comfortably for the long stretch across
the empty howling prairie between Hammond and East Chicago ....
Only a few more days and 194.~
would end.... For a moment its
months and days and hours tumbled down through the snow. . . .
The bitter fighting of January
and Februar~ V-E da~ and
mounting power in the Pacific,
V-J day, and peace. . . . And
squarely in the middle of it all,
the news of the atomic bomb and
its long and deep shadow over
the world of tomorrow .... What
a year! ... Was there anyone in
the world tonight, I wondered,
who was not glad to see it end?
... And had not that same eager
shedding of the past been ours
almost all the years of our century? ... Seldom had they given
what they had promised, on each
successive New Year's Day. . . .
The years that the locust had
eaten. . . . 1945 belonged with
them, its agony and dev.astation,
its blindness and desolation of
heart. . . . And things were not
really much better, even now after
peace of a kind had come. . . .
In those dark houses, which lined
the streets in South Chicago like
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grey beggars, I was sure there were
mothers sleeping uneasily, disturbed by the dwindling supply
of money and food as Christmas
came, children who wondered
why father was angrily reading
the newspaper all day, and the
fathers themselves who ought to
have been firing furnaces and
making steel so that our vast economic machine might move again
toward a more abundant life, but
who were now asking that they
be given a few cents more each
hour from the wealth which their
sweating hands had made. . . .
And all the argument about that
proceeds, I thought, in terms of
balance sheets and profit and loss,
and capit~il and labor, and unions
and management, instead of the
human needs, so real and so deep,
behind those closed doors and
other closed doors all over the
world this winter night.... Not
yet as 1945 ended was our faith
ready to follow the path cut open
by human anxiety .... Nor would
mere wishful thinking about it
bring us one step nearer to the
beginning of the road to the City
of God. . . . Our years, I remembered, had gradually substituted
a religion of wishing and hoping
for a religion of faith and action.
... And so 1945 would close upon
us, as the sea closes behind a
moving ship, and there would be
no mark of our passing.... Only
the faint, far sound of lonely

footsteps from Galilee upon the
sea. . . .
The traffic light at the edge
of East Chicago loomed red . ...
I stopped the car and. turned
down the window for a breath
of fresh air . . . . The wind sang
in the telephone wires . ... I was
now at the lowest point in the
shore line of Lake Michigan,
where all the windts from the
North seem to funnel into In
diana and Illinois . ... No dange1
of any drifts on the road here,
the snow swept horizontally into
the fields to the south . . . . The
prairie was now white, lonely and
asleep. . . . To the north the
nearby lights of East Chicago
served only to emphasize the darkness. . . . I turned on the dashboard lights to look at my watch.
... It reported that the hour was
now I2:35 . ... I knew it was later
than that . . . . At least I:JO, the
way I had been traveling . ... It
would be three o'clock before I
wuuld get home . ... I eased the
car- into gea-r and started for
Gary ....
Time. . . . I had less of it left
tonight than I had ever had....
In a few days more people would
be aware of that, for themselves
and for the world, than at any
other hour of the year. . . . They
would try to ease the pain of it
by blowing horns and shouting
and whistling like children passing a cemetery at night .... Time.

_ _ _I
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Men had called it "teacher,''
"healer,'' "ripener." ... Emerson
said it was "the sweetest poison"
and Edna St. Vincent Millay
thought it was the "ticking of
eternity." . . . I recalled Delos
Avery's description of the moment in Robert Louis Stevenson's
"lVIarkheim,'' a tale of murder,
in which time, in a single room,
was simultaneously abundant and
desperately scarce .... The scene
is the shop of a dealer in antiques,
and there are two men present.
... One has only seconds to live.
... A dagger plunges and Markheim, the murderer, is in a solitude of time .... Time had some
score of small voices in that shop,
some stately and slow, others garrulous and harried. . . . All these
tolled out the seconds in an intricate chorus of tickings . . . . For
the clocks, all the clocks on all the
shelves, wound by a hand that
would not wind again, were measuring the minutes as before . . . .
Time, the great neutral, was undisturbed .... And then came the
awful shock when all those clocks
struck the hour .... This is what
happens to us every New Year's
Eve. . . . We hear all the clocks
. of the world strike the hour, we
who have forgotten the years in
our concern with the moments.
. . . the clocks strike and we remember the tolling words: "Memento homo quia pulvis es et in
pulveris reverteris." . . . Dust to
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dust. . . . There is an irresistible
unrest in our hearts as in travelers
who suddenly remember home
and know that they could go
there if their will were only strong
enough .... Every New Year's Eve
is an estimation of immortality,
a touch tender or warning, of another world. . . . For a moment
our twentieth century mood of
tempm:alism is clearly the shabby
thing it is, the blind fear of tomorrow, the mean disregard for
eternity. . . . Only he who believes that God once gave Himself to Time in order to release
us from its sorrow can make New
Year's Eve a milestone, shining
and great, on the road to the
Timeless City ....
The last houses of Gary and
the open highway beyond. . ..
The snow was deeper here and
the wind rose to a higher note .
. . . At the crossroads the great
trucks stood side by · side . . . .
Truck drivers are the wisest travele1'S of the twentieth century
highway . . . . They take no
chances . . . . Inside the roadside
inn the lights were warm and the
company good . . . . I smothered
the impulse to stop for a cup of
coffee. . . . Another fifteen OT
twenty minutes and the snow
would be even deeper . ... Better
keep on. in the hope of getting
home before driving became impossible . . . . I swung the car
around the wide curve in High-
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way 20J and began the last part
of the journey thTough the gentle
hills of northern Indiana toward
home ... .
Home .... I would, now as the
year ended, try to think of that
more often. . . . The sum of all
our hopes and dreams. . . . The
end of sorrow's long discipline.
. . . The forgetting of the night

and the cold . . . . A far, strange
'"rorld, I knew, was waiting for
us and death would be our learning of it and our waking the seeing of its glory .... And on New
Year's Eve some of us might, by
God's mercy, stand near it for a
moment and touch it and know
that in it is all that we have ever
asked of God. . .
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Perhaps we need more humorand less wit . ...

Wit and Humor
By H. H.

UMBACH

has been given to
us to compensate for what we
are not, and humor is God's gift
to console us for what we are!
From Adam through Mark Twain
to Alexander Woolcott, from Eve
through Mrs. Malaprop to Dorothy Parker, lack of the leaven
of humor is correctly reckoned a
heavy loss. In addition to faith,
the most child-like quality to cherish through life is the appreciation of humor. Happy is he who
has wit, but happier is he who
couples wit with humor.
'To define success as getting what
you want and happiness as wanting what you get is both wit and
humor refined. Consider Horace
Walpole's bright observation that
the world is a comedy to those
who think, a tragedy to those who
feel; the humor herein, essentially
serious, is spiced by wit. On hearing Bishop Warburton's bon mot
that orthodoxy is my doxy and
heterodoxy is another man's doxy,
we smile thoughtfully. The same
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effect follows a descent into the
ridiculous:
The rain it raineth on the just
And also on the unjust £ella,
But chiefly on the just-because
The unjust steals the just's umbrella.

The twinkle in puckish humor
results from something more tha
wit, as when we say that every
woman's fear is that company will
drop in unexpectedly and find the
house as it always is! That youth
is glorious but it isn't a career is
a comment with a kindly or an
unkindly possi hili ty, depending
upon how much humor leavens
the wit. We shall see later this
relation of thought to fun.
The fun-lovers are not necessarily fools; often they are the most
serfOUS and brainy people in the
world. It was the maxim of Georgias Leontinus, an ancient sage,
that humor is the only true test
of gravity, and gravity of humor.
For a subject which will not bear
raillery is suspicious, and a jest
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which will not bear a serious examination is false in value. Like
the very best comedy, then, real
humor nourishes the thoughtful
kind of laughter.
The wisest men that e'er you ken
Have never deemed it treason
To rest a bit, and jest a bit,
And balance up their reasonTo laugh a bit and chaff a bit
And joke a bit in season.

Ecclesiastes reminds us that "to
everything there is a season, and
a time to every purpose under the
. heaven . . . a time to weep, and
a time to laugh." Accordingly,
A little humor now and then
Is relished by the best of men.

Charles Lamb once said it is no
misfortune for a man to have a
sulky temper; it is his friends who
are unfortunate. Similarly the
man who has no sense of humor
gets along well enough without
it and is inevitably unaware that
he lacks anything. He is not
mourning his lot. What loss there
is, his friends and neighbors must
bear. He is often to be respected,
sometimes to be feared, and always-if possible-to be avoided.
As Agnes Repplier once stated,
his are the qualities which distance enables us to recognize and
value at their worth. He may add
to the wisdom of the ages, but he
lessens the gaiety of life. He fills
his place in the scheme of creation; but it is for us to see that

his place is not next to ours at
the dinner table, where his unresponsiveness will narrow the
conversational area and dull the
contagious ardor of speech. If he
talks at. all, he monotonizes con·
versation.
Lack of humor may even indicate lack of wit. Although neither
of these two words-"wit" and
"humor" -originally was concerned with the laughable, both
now find their chief use in this
connection. The distinction between these two terms, though
generally recognized to exist, is
difficult to draw. Books and pamphlets are devoted to the subject.
We shall merely here point the
contrast to accentuate the value of
such twofold spice in life and to
indicate how genuine humor is
more than wit.
The story is told by John Dewey
of a man in slight repute for intelligence who was campaigning for
political office. On the stump one
day, in reply to a frequent criticism this man exclaimed: "I hear
you don't believe I know enough
to hold office. I wish you to understand I'm thinking of something or other most of the time."
Poor fellow! He did not realize
that good thinking is not only a
sequence but a consequence as
well. The random coursing of
thoughts ("something or other")
will not create what consecutive
thinking can. And such is the case
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with genuine humor. The forced
gag-line or the momentary wisecrack of a radio quipster or the
silly kind of funny-paper are as
naught when compared with the
sustained effect of real wit in humor.

The Middle Ages
King's Jester or Court Fool
T in medieval
times could take
HE

almost any liberty with: his master,
the king-as does the Fool in
Shakespeare's King Lear~ or Wamba in Scott's Ivanhoe-but always
on one condition: he must never
be dull! The Fool might be saucy,
or he might be sharply critical;
but he escaped the dungeon or
the headman's axe (as supposedly
wiser people often did not) so
long as his sense was made up to
look like nonsense and had at least
the air of a bright remark. This
is the essence of humor. Above
all, as in the modern informal
or familiar essay, the expression
of sentiments wise or foolish must
be in itself a pleasure, and must
not overdo; for a smart man can
usually catch on, but a truly wise
man knows when to let go. Everyone feels the need of this "King's
excuse" privilege at times, when
we tire of being reasonable and
judicious, when we seek what Dr.
1ohnson praised in Addison's
style, i.e., to be familiar but not
coarse. Humor is the best outlet
for this feeling.
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"Humor" is the American spelling of "humour," an everyday
word that takes us back to other
times and practices. In Latin the
word means moisture or fluid, a
physiological term. In medieval
times a psychological implication
developed therefrom, with the
meaning of eccentric. Thus the
predominance of any one of the
four fluids or juices (blood,
phlegm, choler or yellow bile, and
melancholy or black bile) in the
body would supposedly determine
a man's mood. Hope was caused
by blood-claimed the theoristsand sluggishness by phlegm. Irritability came from choler, melancholy from black bile. Ben 1onson
in the Renaissance went so far in
his comedies of humours as to apply the significance of the word to
all types of human character, to
e.g. the miser, the bully, the lover,
the pompous fool, and so on.
Shakespeare more wisely permitted his dramatic characters to
suffer from their respective humours but did not make them
utter victims thereof.
The old meaning survives in
the phrases "ill humor" and "good
humor" meaning disposition,
whether constitutional, habitual,
or temporary. Today the word
"humor" has come to indicate
one particular side of our temperament, namely the mental faculty of discovering, expressing,
and appreciating the ludicrous.
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This modern usage signifies a general quality of mind which consists in a sympathetic perception
of the absurd and the incongruous
in situations and people. Humor,
accordingly, is primarily a matter
of material rather than of words,
coming from shrewd observation
of the amusing doings of people,
from ironical contrasts in life,
from parodying ideas, from elaborating the trivial instead of the
important strand of a thought,
from plain exaggeration or understatement.
In all thy humors, whether grave or
mellow,
Thou'rt such a touchy, testy, pleasant
fellow,
Hast so much wit and mirth and
spleen about thee,
There is no living with thee nor without thee.

These lines by Addison in The
Spectator Papers show why humor
is effective. Each of us "has so
much wit"; perhaps not as much
as Oliver Wendell Holmes, whom
Lowell called a Leyden jar fullcharged, but as much as Falstaff,
who was not only witty but the
cause of wit in others. The ideal
of balance and restraint is hard
to find because it is easier to laugh
at the weakness and extravagance
of other people, and our laughter
is partly malicious. There was
once a comic-strip character who
at the end of every episode was

kicked by a mule named Maud.
This seemed funny to a number
of readers whose posteriors were
at the moment protected. What a
perverted sense of humor! But if
humor is one part malice, it is
two parts love. For the real basis
of humor in any sense is human
nature, and we laugh at other
people in order to laugh with
them, since their absurdity illustrates and sometimes excuses our
own.

Falstaff Distinguishes
HEN Falstaff, acting the part
of Prince Hal in the impromptu trial scene in The First
Part of Henry I, makes a speech in
his own defense before the Prince
who is pretending to be the King,
the scene mixes in good! y proportion the quick perception of
incongruity and the warmth of
sentiment that make living humor. Reread this scene in the Ianguage of Shakespeare, and then
contrast it with the exaggeration
scene in the same drama, Falstaff's
description of his valiant battle
with the Gadshill robbers, who
gain reinforcements in each sentence. Wit in addition to cleverness gives the former a real advantage which is unnoticed by the
hurried reader.
Wit is like humor in so far as it
is a capacity for not taking the
world too seriously, for provoking
laughter, for making persons and
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things seem ridiculous by jesting.
'But wit is narrower than humor;
it is more intellectual and less
emotional. Humor is the describing of the ludicrous as it is in itself; wit is the exposing of it by
comparing or contrasting it with
something else. Hazlitt says that
humor is, as it were, the growth of
nature and accident, whereas wit
is the product of art and fancy.
"Wit,'' meaning originally
knowledge) came in the late Middle Ages to signify intelligence,
intellect, the seat of consciousness, the inner senses as contrasted
with the five outer senses. In Renaissance times, though used in
various senses, wit normally meant
wisdom (as in Polonius' "Brevity
is the soul of wit") or mental activity. An important critical use
developed in the seventeenth century when this term, as applied
for example to the Metaphysical
Poets, included "fancy" in the
sense of inspiration, originality,
or creative imagination, a literary
virtue particularly prized at the
time and considered the English
equivalent of the French esprit)
the Italian ingegn.o) and the Spanish ingenio. "\Vith the coming of
Neoclassicism, however, this term
acquired new meanings to reflect
new critical attitudes, so that for
a hundred years many philosophers and critics wrestled with efforts to define wit. At this time
the notion of wit as a social grace
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which gave pleasure led to its
comparison with humor. Before
18oo both "wit" and "humor"
were associated with the laughable, though the older, serious
meaning of wit did not die out
as had the earlier meaning of humor.
Modern definitions of wit reflect both the original and the late
eighteenth century concepts:
"That quality of speech or writing
which consists in the apt association of thought and expression,
calculated to surprise and delight
by its unexpectedness; later always with reference to the utterance of brilliant or sparkling
things in an amusing way." This
is the best su_c h explanation, in
the words of the New English Dictionary. Good illustrations are
found in the writings of the group
of authors called "The Connecticut Wits."
The swift play and flash of
mind in a witty statement will
be expressed in skillful phraseology, plays upon words and
phrases, puns, paradoxes, epigrams, surprising contrasts or comparisons, and the like. But always
there are two requirements: the
relationship must be unexpected
and it must be just, as' when
Philip Guedalla says, "History repeats itself; historians repeat each
other." The idea and its expression are of course inseparable,
but sometimes wit seems to shine
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more in the notion and sometimes
more in the words. When the absent-minded man confessed that
he had no more memory than a
mirror, his wit is chiefly of idea.
Verbal wit is seen in Ambrose
Bierce's definition of a platitude:
"All that is mortal of a departed
truth." To speak of the impatients
in a hospital is wit of idea, whereas Mercutio's perfect pun when
mortally wounded in the rapier
scuffle is principally verbal: "Ask
for me tomorrow, and you shall
find me a grave man."
The Earl of Rochester suggested as an appropriate epitaph for
Charles II:
Here lies our sover eign lord the King,
Whose word no man relies on;
He never says a foolish thing
Nor ever does a wise one!

AI though King Charles was
amused by the epigram, he explained the paradox as follows:
He did his own talking, but his
actions were dictated by his ministers. Notice the serious implication, as in all real humor. Because
Rochester's contradiction was apparent but not real, his para9-ox
is witty. Metaphysical poetry is
replete with this kind of witty
paradox. By contrast, if the seemingly witty statement is simply a
contradiction, like ,Oscar Wilde's
"Punctuality is the thief of time,"
then it is not true wit but merely
sounds like it, however humorous
it be.

What Price Wit?
HAT, then, is the relation of
wit to humor? Wit exists by
antipathy, humor by sympathy.
Wit laughs at things, humor
laughs with them. E. P. Whipple
asserts that wit lacks external appearances, or cunningly exaggerates single foibles into character;
humor glides into the heart of its
object, looks lovingly on the infirmities it detects, and represents
the whole man. Wit is abrupt,
darting, scornful, and tosses its
analogies in your face, but humor
is slow and shy, insinuating its
fun into your heart. Wit is negative, analytical, sometimes destructive, whereas humor is creative.
When earnest, wit has the earnestness of passion, seeking to destroy.
Humor has the earnestness of affection, and would lift up what is
seemingly low into our charity
and. love. Dr. Fuller's remark that
a negro is the image of God cut
in ebony is humorous; Horace
Smith's inversion of it, that a
taskmaster is the image of the
devil cut in ivory, is witty.
As Charles S. Brooks has
claimed, of the two, humor is the
more comfortable quality. Humorous persons, if their gift is
genuine and not a mere shine
upon the surface, are always
agreeable companions. They sit
through the evening best because
they have pleasant mouths which
turn up at the corners. But the
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mouth of a witty man is hard and
sour until the moment of its discharge. Nor is the flash from a
witty person always comforting,
whereas a humorous person radiates a general pleasure and is like
another candle in the room. Consequently, I admire wit but I have
no real liking for it. My ally is
humor, which never points an impertinent finger into my defects.
Humorous people do not sit like
explosives on a fuse; they are safe
and easy comrades. But a wit's
tongue is as sharp as a donkey
· driver's stick. I may gallop the
faster for its prodding, yet the
touch behind is too persuasive for
comfort.
Wit has a better voice in a solo,
but humor comes into the chorus
best. Wit is sharp, as is a stroke of
lightning; humor is diffuse, like
sunlight. Wit is a lean creature
with an inquiring nose, while humor has a kindly eye and comfortable girth. If it be necessary, wit
uses malice to score a point-like
a cat, it is quick to jump-but humor keeps the peace in an easy
chair. Wit keeps the season's fashions, while humor is concerned
with homely, eternal things. Wit
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is sharper company at table, but
humor serves better in mischance
and in the rain. When it tumbles,
wit is sour; but humor goes uncomplainingly without its dinner.
Humor laughs at another's jest
and holds its sides in glee, while
wit sits wrapped in study for a
lively answer.
It is a workaday world in which
we live, where we get mud upon our boots and come weary to
the twilight, a world that suffers
from many wounds after years of
war, despite its lighter moments
and happier experiences. As I
think of my acquaintances and
friends and relatives, those who
are humorous in the best meaning are the ones who give the
most comfortable companionship.
Humor, then, is a precious talent
to be cherished, a character trait
which can and ought to be cultivated much more for mutual benefit. Frown at the world, and like
a looking-glass it will reflect your
sour expression. Be witty, and
like a firecracker the point may
boomerang upon you. Smile or
laugh good-naturedly at things
when you can, and life will be
a more ennobling experience.
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LAKE FRONT
A Looking eastward from a
~ window of the Stevens Hotel
on Michigan Boulevard one day
in September; noon-day recess between sessions. A view of Grant
Park, the Outer Drive, and greenish-blue Lake Michigan beyond.
The steady flow of automobiles
north and south on the Inner
Drive, glimpses of the fast traffic on the Outer Drive, and an
Illinois Central accommodation
wending its way from Van Buren
Street Station to the end of the
run at Randolph Street.
The kaleidoscope of time twirls
a few quick turns and we stand
below at the approach to the
bridge which spans the Illinois
Central tracks at Van Buren
Street. This is 1895· We cannot
cross the bridge because it is barricaded, lest in the darkness people stray across the structure and

fall to their death at the other
end into Lake Michigan. The
bridge was thrown across the
tracks in harmony with the city
plan which called for the filling
in of the lake sufficient to permit
a park and driveway. These
bridges, with only one approach
and only an Idea at the other
end, impressed me then as fitting symbols of human life....
My friend, Mr. Harvey Wood,
with an office on LaSalle Street,
turned the clock of time backward another 30 years and told
me the story of the Lake front as
it is recorded in the unwritten
history of the Illinois Central
Railroad. It's quite a story.
It seems that 70 or So years ago
a mayor of the city of Chicago
conceived of an idea while passing a sleepless night worrying
about the mounting budget of
Chicago's administration. It was
24
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partly the condition of the Lake
front that had him worried.
There had been another good
Easterner blowing great guns for
three days until the water was
piled up against Michigan Avenue, and was washing out the
pavement and eating into the fill
on which the cobble stones had
rested. Three or four blocks of
this, and the repair bill would
again mount into the thousands.
This at a time when the available
taxing power of the municipality
had been exhausted. It was then
the Mayor suddenly sat up in
bed bolt upright. He had an idea.
· And this was the substance of it:
Tlie Illinois Central Railroad
had been pleading with the city
fathers for permission to enter
the downtown of Chicago. The
railroad had applied for a permit
to come in on the east bank of
the south fork of the Chicago
River. Why not let them come
in on the Lake front!? Obligate
the company to keep in repair
the Michigan Avenue shore line
and thus deliver the city fon;ver
from the cost of maintenance!
The city council received the
suggestion with high acclaim and
the railroad accepted the perpetual franchise and with it the obligation to keep the waters from
flooding the city"s front.
That's the way the I.C.C. got
the Lake front. That strip of land
is worth more than all the tracks
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of the I.C.C. between Chicago
and New Orleans and all the rolling stock and buildings between
here and the gulf owned by the
company. It is the moit valuable
railroad property in the world.
Not in their wildest dreams could
the railroaders of So years ago
foresee the possibility of a railroad right-of-way on miles and
miles of Lake front, with the blue
waters of the inland sea on one
hand and the magnificent sky
scrapers of Chicago's downtown
on the other. "And it is a good
thing," he added, "that the smart
city mayor never knew what he
had done when he got rid of repaving Michigan Avenue after a
bad winter storm."

RIVER FRONT
~ It's a grea.t inland city-and
~ a great nver, our greatest

North American stream, in fact,
famous in song and story; and
some thirty million dollars have
been spent to create a river front
worthy of the stream and of the
city-with as yet indifferent results. I am returning from Chicago and note that the old home
town is still all there. One might
as well admit that there is nothing to boast of in the approach
to St. Louis. Well, we have at
least one good bridge, the oldest,
the first to span the Mississippi-
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Eads Bridge with its three graceful spans. But there our boasting
must end. To the left of us, the
levy paved with cobble stones and
sloping into the muddy waters.
On the other side a large area
denuded of buildings-which is
all to the good since the square
mile of city blocks fronting on
the Mississippi River were a hideous mass of warehouses, grimy
with soft coal smoke, probably
the worst looking river fron~ then
of any of the world's great cities.
But there is no landscaping, nor
any effort to bridge architecturally the gap between levy and business center. Probably this will
never be done, due to the indescribable ugliness of the iron
trestle work by which certain railroads make their entrance from
the north.
There is a significant fact, emphasizing the difficulty with which
civilization is working its way
westward, that a river front as
ugly as that of St. Louis is not
only tolerated by its citizens but
seems to affect no mid-continent
American as calling for disapproval, or denunciation, or for
tears. In fact, we haven't a fine
city frontage on the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers throughout
their entire length. If you will
except the "Golden Triangle" at
Pittsburgh, this goes for the Ohio
River too. The building of fine
river fronts is limited to the

northeastern states. I am thinking of the Memorial Drive along
the Charles River in Boston. The
Mount Vernon Memorial Boulevard with its incomparable view
of the city of Washington. Riverside Drive in New York City, with
the Hudson on one side and New
York's lower, middle and upper
sky scraper section and majestic
apartment house blocks on the
other, with miles of parking, famous structures, churches, and
monuments-surely worth driving
a thousand miles to see. London
has glimpses from the Thames
embankment, up, down, and
across stream, at certain points
that possess greater glamor than
Riverside Drive and its view of
the docks and the 'Palisades. But
for the full flowering of the art
of metropolitan development of
river fronts you must go to the
continent.

SEINE, RHINE, ELBE
,6. The list is headed by the sce(8' nic treatment of the River
Seine where it flows through the
center of Paris. It begins with th€
Eiffel Tower opposite the Trocadero, includes the Esplanade des
Invalides, the Place de la Concorde, the Tuileries, the Louvre
Palace, the Palace of Justice, the
Sainte Chapelle and Notre Dame
Cathedral. This development of
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the banks of the Seine is several
miles in length and reflects the
genius of two thousand years.
Remote from any comparison
with the embankment of the River
Seine, yet far exceeding anything
we have in America, is the area of
central Dresden along the River
El be. The Bruehl Terrace
stretches along the banks of this
noble stream and on it are situated the group of buildings called
New Academy of Art, magnificent
~hurches and museums, and farther on the Royal Palace with
views of the great theater and the
picture gallery, the latter containing some of the world's greatest treasures. However, the terrace proper is only a little more
than a quarter of a mile in length
and, while the experience of a
lifetime, this river front does not
compare with that in Paris.
Central Europe has other civic
developments of its great streams
-as at Vienna on the Danube, at
Prague on the Moldau, at Budapest, also on the Danube, but
these I have not seen. There is,
however, a civic river front in
Germany, off the beaten path of
traffic, that has its own unsurpassed charm, the Kaiserin Auguste Anlagen at Coblenz on
the River Rhine. This city derives its name from the confluence of the Rhine River with
the Moselle. The main part of
the city is built on a triangular
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tongue of land which is built up
with imposing palaces and fine
private buildings, ending in a
sharp apex upon which the statue
of the Emperor William I is seen
from every point of view, while
the whole is shut in by the grand
heights of the ·s urrounding mountains. There are churches rich in
historical association, and at the
tip of the sharp tongue of land,
called Deutsches Eck~ where the
Moselle meets the Rhine, the colossal monument of William the
Great has been erected. This is
really one of the grandest monuments in the world, a long flight
of steps leading up to a fine colonnade surmounted by an enormous pedestal with the words
Wilhelm dem Crossen carved in
large characters above a gigantic
relief of the imperial eagle. The
equestrian statue of the Emperor
himself is of beaten copper, and
rises to a height of 46 feet. As an
evaluation of the importance of
Emperor William I, this memorial is a tremendous exaggeration.
Regarded from a standpoint of
eye appeal it is perhaps the grandest of purely personal monuments
in the whole world and when
seen against the expanse of the
two beautiful streams and their
shore lines of densely wooded
slopes, with the frowning heights
of the great fortress of Ehrenbreitstein on the distant right
bank of the Rhine, it culminates
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a city view which can never be
forgotten.
In connection with this rambling survey of lake and river
scenes I have some jottings on
famous bridges, notable streets,
and great hotels. Before reminiscing on these I have been accorded the privilege of inviting
the reader to supplement from
his or her own experience the
recital of man's achievements in
beautifying the shores of lakes
and rivers. Let the discussion be
limited to municipal developments, city fronts. And while you
are about it-what, in your opinion, is the greatest street of any
American city? I don't say "big
city." Some of the finest streets in
America are in cities of less than
twelve thousand inhabitants.

HOUSE OF MYSTERY
~ Its location is on Sardine
Creek, Gold Hill, Oregon,
four miles off Highway 99· It
marks th.e center of a circular area
in which unusual conditions exist. The story of its mystery goes
back to the day of the Indians.
To them it was known as the Forbidden GroundJ a place to be
shunned. Many years before the
house was built, it was noted that
unusual conditions existed here.
But it was not until well into the
present century that any effort

was made towards a scientific
analysis of the disturbance, and it
was not until 1943 that a solution
was reported.
The affected area is a circle, and
the phenomena that give the
house its name are in evidence
throughout the entire area. Nowhere in that circle do you normally stand erect! Inevitably the
visitor assumes a posture that inclines toward Magnetic North.
The majority of the trees in the
165 ft. 4V2 inch circle incline toward Magnetic North.
The literature concerning the
Oregon Vortex, as this area is
c~lled, is unsatisfactory and I requested some detail regarding the
phenomena of the Vortex by addressing a Portland, Oregon,
friend, the Rev. Edward C. May.
From his letter of reply I extract
the following data. They are of
sufficient interest for many of our
readers to suggest that they mark
on their highway map of the State
of Oregon the point on Route 99
as you come from Portland or
Crescent City, where you turn to
the left at Sardine Creek, and see
for themselves whether adually a
person who recedes from you to-·
wards the south becomes taller,
and when he approaches you, becomes shorter. Now listen:
The owner of this bit of property
and his home-spun guides claim that
once in this territory, everything tends
to balance by leaning ca. 10° toward

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,(
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the North Magnetic pole instead of
being perpendicular to the surface of
the earth. Their "proofs" of the phenomenon are manifold. When first
entering the territory you are asked to
stand on a cement base, part of which
is in the mysterious area and part of
which is without. Carpenters' levels
are used to ascertain that the base is
level. When a person stands on one
end of the base and one on the other,
they appear taller or shorter depending on the way the person "slants" as
he stands erect.
Another ''proof" lies in the fact
that a suspended weight is easier to
push North than it is to push South.
When standing on one of the slanting floors in the House of Mystery,
upon looking straight down you can
easily see your feet, showing that
when standing comfortably erect, you
really slant backward; while on a
sian ting floor across the room you
now slant forward instead of backward and you cannot see your feet
looking down.
Throughout the area there is a

curved line which is supposed to
mark the portion of this area which
produces a very peculiar "gravitational effect." When standing relaxed
with your heels on this line, your
weight shifts from the heels of your
feet to the balls of your feet periodically (every 23 seconds, I believe the
guide said) . It's a peculiar sensation.
I don't know how to explain any of
it.
I am sure we were perfectly sober,
and under no kind of hypnotic spell
when being guided through this area.
Both my traveling companion and I,
as well as our wives, like to imagine
ourselves objective thinkers. It may
be that we were all completely relaxed mentally that day and were
duped in a grand manner, but we did
try to study the area as objectively as
possible. This is about all I can tell
about the Oregon Vortex at this time.
Next spring I will go prepared with
camera, level, plumb lines, and spring
scale. Perhaps then I can render a
more scientific report, with illustra
tiom.

Winter Bound
lV1y winter chains dissolve in .s ummer's sea,
On spacious shores where sun-beamed breezes blow
And liquid grasses roll in waves towards me,
Till once again I'm captive of the snow.
-LEE RICHARD HAYMAN

AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUED]

BY WALT E R

h Luck smiles on me as I write
• . diis series of articles about
some treasured recordings. Short1y a£ ter I had begun to discuss
music from the pen of Richard
Strauss, I received the album containing the inspiring !eading
which Serge Koussevitzky and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra present of Till Eulenspiegels lustige
Streiche on the new, nonbreakable discs. In consequence, I was
able to kill two birds with one
stone by speaking of the composition itself and mentioning a remarkable advance in the art of
recording.
Today fortune smiles once more.
I have just unpacked another album laden with fine gold. On six
discs vVanda Landowska, an artist
from whom that fascinating instru:rpent called the harpsichord
can withhold no secrets, plays
Johann Sebastian Bach's monu-

A.

HAN S E N

mental Goldberg Variations with
impeccable technical skill and
with musicianship which soars to
lofty heights (Victor Album 1022).
Although I had intended to begin this article with the consideration of other works in which the
variation form is exemplified, I
shall depart from my original plan
and speak about the masterfully
constructed theme and thirty variations-call them doubles if you
prefer-which have immortalized
the name of Johann Gottlieb
Theophilus Goldberg (1720?1760?), one of Bach's clavier pupils.
Goldberg was not an important
composer; but historians tell us
that he had uncommon skill as a
performer. He was in the service
of Count Herrmann Karl von
Kayserling, Russian Ambassador
to the Court of the Elector of
Saxony. In the year 1736 the
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Count delivered to Bach a decree age who was so passionately denaming the great master Com- voted to music and, lest we forget,
poser to the Royal Court of Po- was in the service of a potentate
land and Saxony. Bach was elated. as powerful as Catherine the
Although some of those who speak Great. The Cantor gave much
about the Cantor seem to believe thought to what particular kind
that he was a man who cared lit- of pieces would be of greatest aid
tle or nothing about honors be- and solace to the Count. Finally
stowed upon him by the high and he decided to write a theme with
mighty of this earth, it cannot be variations. This took place in
denied that he set great store by the year 1741. The diplomat was
the distinction conferred upon pleased when he heard the work.
him by the Russian throne. Bach, He spoke of the composition as
who knew that, in all probability, his variations, and he never tired
the Count had more fondness for of listening to it. When. unable
the art of music than for the art to fall asleep he would say, "Dear
of being a diplomat, was deeply Goldberg, do play for me one of
grateful, and he was delighted to my variations." Bach's reward was
take young Goldberg under his a golden goblet filled with a hundred louis d' or. The title of the
pedagogical wings.
Count Kayserling was afflicted work was Aria mit verschiedenen
with insomnia. In his distress he V eriinderungen vors C lavicim bal
would turn to music for relief. mit 2 Manualen. For many years
During many a night Goldberg the great composition has been
helped him wile away the almost known as the Goldberg Variainterminable hours by playing the tions. Incidentally, it is one of the
harpsichord for him in an ad join- few works from the pen of Bach
ing room. One day the diplomat which were published during the
told Bach that he would be over- composer's llfetime. It appeared
joyed if the Cantor, busy though as the last part of his Clavierhe was, could find time to com- Obung. This is what appeared on
pose a number of clavier pieces the title page of the original edifor Goldberg. He wanted some tion in 1742: Keyboard Practic~
of the pieces to be soft and some Consisting in an Aria with Divers
to be lively in character. They Variations for the Harpsichord
would be a godsend for a devotee with 2 Manuals. Composed for
of music who was tortured by in- Music Lovers, to Refresh Their
somnia.
· Spirits, by ] ohann Sebastian
Bach was glad to comply with Bach, Royal Polish and Electoral
the wish of the important person- Saxon Composer, Capellmeister,
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and Director C hori M usici zn
Leipzig. Nilrnberg: P,ublished by
BalthasaT Schmid.
Amazing Craftsmanship
t\ I am tempted to write at some
• . length about the amazing mastery of polyphony which comes to
the fore in the Goldberg Variations; but I shall curb my desire to
enlarge upon Bach's remarkable
technical skill and refer to only
two of the thirty miniature masterpieces which, together with the
impressive theme, make up the
magnificent masterpiece as a
whole.
ln the twenty-first variation
Bach appears as one of the progenitors of the mighty Richard
Wagner. Yes, I know that chromaticism was employed by some
composers who came into the
world before Bach and that it was
used by a number of Bach's contemporaries. Dietrich Buxtehude,
for example, was fond of disporting himself in the fascinating domain of chromaticism. But Bach
outdid them all in cleverness and
in the actual substance of what he
wrote. Think of his awe-~nspiring
ChTomatic Fantasy and Fugue.
Consider with what potent effectiveness he used a chromatic bass
in the Crucifixus of his Mass in
B Minor. Then listen carefully
to the twenty-first double in the
Goldberg Variations. Truly, Bach
is a modern composer. He was

modern centuries before the modernists of this day and age ever
saw the light of the world. He
will remain modern long after
many of the modernists of our
time will have gone the way of
all flesh. When I say this, I am
not indulging in blind Bach worship; for I myself believe that Allfather Bach unburdened himself
of more than one dry lucubration
in the course of his lifetime. I
stand agape at Bach's marvelous
workmanship, and when I declare
that the great master was a giant
in the earth and that he did much
more than merely foreshadow
much of what was to come about
in music long after his death, I
am speaking the simple, unvarnished, unadulterated, and unassailable truth.
Do you know what a quodlibet
is in music? Well, the word quodlibet is a Latin indefinite pronominal adjective meaning anything you like. In the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries many
musicians derived no end of
fun from constructing quodlibets.
They would combine two or more
unrelated tunes and make them
run, walk, crawl, jump, or · limp
hand in hand. Sometimes they
would sing these musical jokes;
sometimes they would play them.
The Bachs, like many other musical families in those days, were
fond of devising quodlibets} and
when Johann Sebastian was de-
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LU HUNG NIEN: THE LANTERN FESTIVAL
Chinese children celebrate New Year by bringing their
lanterns to the Christ Child.

HSU SAN CH'UN: VISIT OF THE MAGI
Here they are symbolized by a Buddhist monk, a Confucianist and a representative of Taoism.

YUEH HAN CHAN
PENG
MADONNA OF THE
SNOWY WILLOW
TREE
A lovely conception of
the Mary and the Holy
Child.

1
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LU HUNG NIEN: THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT
An unusual conception since it shows the Holy Family
fleeing in a boat poled by a fisherman.

LU HUNG NIEU: THE GOOD SAMARITAN
The rescue takes place in a typical Chinese gorge.

WANG SU-TA: JESUS WITH

MARTHA AND MARY
A typical oriental home scene with very correct Chinese coslumes for the women.

_ _ _f

WANG SU-TA: THE CRUCIFIXION
The mourners are Western in their appearance but
the soldiers are orientals.

jr

HSU CHI HUA: THE RESURRECTION
The scene is Chinese but the costuming and the grave
are after the manner of the Western artists.
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bating with himself what kind of
form he should use for the thirtieth variation of the Goldberg
VariationsJ he hit upon the notion of making it a quodlibet.
I wonder if there is a more famous or a more ingeniously constructed quodlibet in all music.
The great master took two popular songs-Kraut und Ruben and
I ch bin so lang nicht bei dir gewest-and made them settle their
differences and dance arm in arm.
At the same . time Bach bore in
mind that this quodlibet would,
of necessity, have to contain a
variation of-or on-the Sarabande from the Clavierbuch of
Anna Magdalena Bach which
serves as the theme of the Goldberg Variations. The result is miraculous. Skill of this kind is literally breath-taking. Furthermore,
I can find no word which would
give a better description of the
artistry with which Madame Landowska performs the thirtieth
variation and the entire work
than the adjective "breath-taking." The recording, too, is of the
best. It was made in New York
City in June, 1945.
A Brahms Composition
~ Brahms's Variations on a
,;· Theme by Haydn is a composition laden with beauty. The
theme on which the eight variations and a Finale are based is the
St. Anthony Chorale. It is ascribed
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to Joseph Haydn; but no one can
prove that Haydn actually wrote
the tune.
There are two versions of the
Haydn Variations-one for two
pianos and one for orchestra. The
New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra gives a superb
performance of the work under
Arturo Toscanini (Victor Album
355). A reading by the Lond011
Philharmonic Orchestra under
Felix Weingartner (Columbia Album X-125) is excellent; but the
recording is by no means on a
par with what has been accomplished in the reproduction of
Toscanini's exposition of the masterpiece. Pierre Luboshutz and
Genia Nemenoff, duo-pianists,
present the two-piano version with
artistry so comprehensive in its
scope and so chaste in every detail that I urge everyone who has
a desire to become thoroughly acquainted with the Haydn Variations not to be guilty of the egregious blurtder of being content
with a knowledge of the' orchestral form of the work.
Let me tell you a little about
Luboshutz and Nemenoff. In private life they are Mr. and Mrs.
Luboshutz. A short time ago I
heard them in an inspiring recital
of music for two pianos. Since
Brahms's Variations on a Theme
by Haydn was included in their
, program, I shall use a portion of
this article to give my impressions
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of the quality of their playing.
Naturally, I must mention some
of the other compositions they
performed. Otherwise it would be
utterly impossible for me to express how exhilarating it was to
note with what remarkable ability the two artists combine physical mastery of the art of piano·
playing with musicianship which
has depth, intenseness, breadth,
vision, and solidity.
Anyone who undertakes to pass
judgment on the ability of ' duopianists must, as a matter of
course, put two all-important
questions to himself. In the first
place he must ask, "Did the two
musicians achieve complete coordination in the purely technical
aspects of their playing?" In the
second place he must try to determine whether the pianists were
unfailingly at one in the character and quality of their readings.
If the mechanical skill of the one
lags behind the mechanical skill
of the other or if the musicianship of the one clashes now and
then with the musicianship of the
other, the performances will limp
and fall lamentably short of satisfying results. If, however, the two
pianists fuse their technical dexterity and their conceptions of
the music into the unmistakable
oneness of thought and purpose
which came to the fore in the
recital given by Luboshutz and
N emenoff, then one has every

right to pronounce the teamwork
ideal.
The two artists played Joham .
Christian Ba~h's elegantly made
Sonata in G Major with grace and
clarity. Their sense of style was
as sure as it was proper, and their
incisive way of emphasizing the
vitally important rhythmical aspects of the composition was a
joy. The manner in which they
unfolded the deft part-writing
contained in the work written by
the sixth son of Johann Sebastian
and Anna Magdalena Bach was
proof of sensitive and wide-reaching analytic ability.
Perhaps it is pertinent to say at
this point that although Johann
Christian Bach was addicted to
carefree ways and was reported to
have been in the habit of referring to his father as "the old wig,"
much of his music indicates plainly that he was at least a small
chip of the old block.
Brahms's Variations on a Theme
by Haydn requires a style of playing radically different in more
than one respect from that which
Johann Christian Bach's manner
of writing demands. It is true that
in parts of the work-particularly in the Finale~ which is a passacaglia in miniature-Brahms
harks back to the Bachian way
of giving expression to musical
thoughts; but the tonal structures
reared in the Haydn Variations
do not stand revealed in all their
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beauty of form and content if musicians who set their hands to
them lack a thorough-going familiarity with the typically Brahmsian architectonics.
Luboshutz and Nemenoff gave
a crystal-clear elucidation of the
structural quality of the Haydn
Variations. Furthermore, they unfolded with exemplary skill and
penetration every phase of the
unforgettable poetic beauty contained in the work. In like manner they went to whatever there
is in the way of a core in Chopin's
Rondo for Two Pianos~ a camposition which, to my thinking, has
about it something distinctly reminiscent of swaddling clothes.
If, in a moment of weakness, I
could, for one reason or another,
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force myself to agree with those
who declare that piano-playing is,
of necessity, all black and white,
the performance which the two
artists gave of Saint-Saens' Danse
Macabre would be sufficient to
disabuse me of a notion so utterly out of keeping with the
truth. The reading was full of
color. Yes, the tonal hues in the
Danse Macabre shine and glimmer even in the dead of night,
when the skeletons dance to the
top of their bony and freedomloving bent. Music, you see, has
color even in the dark; but its
many hues cannot be seen, or,
shall I say in a paradoxical fashion, heard, by those who have
night-vision even in broad daylight.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

SOME RECENT RECORDINGS
SEBASTIAN BACH. Goldberg
Variations. Wanda Landowska,
harpsichordist.- This monumental
composition and Madame Landowska's masterful playing are reviewed at some length in Music
and Music Makers. Victor Album
1022. $6.83.

jOHANN

VAN BEETHOVEN. Concerto
No. 3, in C Minor, for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 37· Artur Rubinstein, pianist, and the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Alturo Toscanini.-Pianist and conductor go

LUDWIG

to the very core of Beethoven's
beautiful work and give a reading
which is thoroughly satisfying in
every respect. Victor Album 1016.
$4·73·
Gli Ucelli (The
Birds). The Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Desire Defauw.-This
fascinating bit of program music
dealing with the dove, the nightingale, the hen, and the cuckoo and
harking back in one portion to the
Waldweben in Wagner's Siegfried
is played with an impeccable sense

OrroRINO RESPIGHI.
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of style. It is scored lor small orchestra, and the music is based on
tunes out of the long ago. Victor
Album SP-14. $2.10.
MAx BRUCH. Concerto No. I, in G
Minor, for Violin and Orchestra,
Op. 26. Yehudi Menuhin, violinist,
and the San. Francisco Symphony
Orchestra under Pierre Monteux.A performance filled with tonal
beauty, fire, and intenseness. Victor Album 1023. $3.68.
OPERATIC ARIAS. Il Mio Tessoro, from
Mozart's Don Giovanni; 0 Image
Angel-like and Fair, from Mozart's
The Magic Flute; Le Reve, from
Massenet's Manon; Ah! Fuyez,

Douce Image, from Manon; In
fe rnem Land, from Wagner's Lohengriri; and Preislied, from Wagner's J)ie Meistersinger. James Melton, tenor, with the Victor Orchestra under Paul Breisach and Sylvan
Levin.-Those who take pleasure in
the voice and artistry of Mr. Melton will derive much joy from these
fine recordings. Victor Album
1013. $3.68.
EMIL WALDTEUFEL. The Skaters
Waltz. The NBC Symphony Orchestra under Arturo Toscanini.A scintillating performance of an
old favorite. Victor disc 11-8949.
$1.05.

Auld Lang Syne
We hear the myriad n ew year bells
And stop to rest and think a while
As worthful things come into view.
vVe top the crest,
Find happiness
In friends and God.
-JAN ICE PRIES

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED-BUT TO WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the staff

fusely from the wntmgs of Hindu,
Buddhist, Taoist, Mohammedan, and
other mystics. His own comments on
spiritual and other matters are often
apt and penetrating. A few examples
follow.
Unfortunately, familiarity with traditionally hallowed writings tends to breed,
not indeed contempt, but something
which, for practical purposes, is almost
as bad-namely a kind of reverential
insensibility, a stupor of the spirit, an
inward deafness to the meaning of the
sacred words. (p. x)
The more there is of self, the less
there is of God. (p. g6)
Seen through the dung-colored spectacles of self-interest, the universe looks
singularly like a dung-heap. (p. 107)
The goods of the intellect, the emotions, and the imagination are real
goods; but they are not the .final good,
and when we treat them as ends in
themselves, we fall into idolatry. (p.

Mysticism
THE PERENNIAL PHILOSOPHY.
By Aldous Huxley. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1945. 312
pages. $3.00.
in this book is called the
Perennial Philosophy is the
W
philosophy, or better the theosophy,
HAT

of mysticism. In his Grey Eminence
Huxley devoted considerable attention to the mystical, and the present
volume is proof that he has made
himself thoroughly familiar with the
subject. To all appearances he has
become a convert to this form of belief and a missionary of it.
Mysticism teaches that man can
enter into a state of contemplation
in which he loses all sense of his
separate personality and becomes one
with Suchness, the divine Ground,
or God. Such unitive knowledge of
God mystics regard as the end and
purpose of human life, and they offer detailed methods of attaining it.
Huxley covers the field of mystical
teachings and practices very thoroughly and in doing so quotes pro-

109)

The popular philosophy of life has
ceased to be based on the classics of devotion and the rules of aristocratic good
breeding, and is now molded by the
writers of advertising copy, whose one
idea is to persuade everybody to be as
extraverted and uninhibitedly greedy as
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possible, since of course it is only the
possessive, the restless, the distracted,
who spend money on the things that advertisers want to sell. (p. 160)
The third clause of the Lord's Prayer
is repeated daily by millions, who have
not the slightest intention of letting any
will be done, except their own. (p. 221)
We must draw in the goods of eternity
in order to give out the goods of time.
(p. 300)
The well-meaning humanist and the
merely muscular Christian, who imagines
that he can obey the second of the great
commandments without taking time
even to think how best he may love God
with all his heart, soul and mind, are
people engaged in the impossible task of
pouring unceasingly from a container
that is never replenished. (p. 301)

Some of these quotations state
truths that Christians will applaud
and may well take to heart. It is only
fair to credit Huxley with them. The
book as a whole, however, is not
Christian, but radically anti-Christian. In an early chapter Huxley
warns that in all expositions of the
Perennial Philosophy there is "frequency of paradox; of verbal extravagance, sometimes even of seeming
blasphemy." He lays this to the inadequacy of language to express the
matters dealt with. In spite of any
such inadequacy, however, he makes
it perfectly clear that, in the name
of the Perennial Philosophy, he rejects the soul and essence of Christianity.
The Perennial Philosophy, according to Huxley, is the highest common factor, the core and spiritual
heart, of all the higher religions, including Christianity, and the hope
of the world for a better future de-

pends on the recognition of this fact. .
Such recognition, on the part of
orthodox Christians, would call for
fundamental changes in doctrine, for
the pure Perennial Philosophy has,
Huxley says, been overlaid in Christianity with wrong beliefs. One belief that would have to be altered
is that the Supreme Being is a personal God and that there is none
higher than God incarnate in Christ.
Instead, the attributeless Godhead o£
Mahayana Buddhism and other mystic schools would have to be accepted
as "more purely perfect, more reverently to be adored." Jesus would
need to be regarded as an Avatar,
on a level with the Buddhas, Krishna,
and others, and the doctrine of His
vicarious atonement for the sins of
the world be given up. One could
still be saved through Him, but "the
salvation obtained by belief in the
saving power of Amida, say, or Jesus
is not the total deliverance described
in the Upanishads, the Buddhist
scriptures and the writings of the
Christian mystics. It is something different, not merely in degree, but in
kind." That "total deliverance" is to
be, of course, by way of contemplation in "holy indifference," or, as
otherwise stated, by preparation for
"the cosmic intelligence test" which
results in enlightenmen t.-But
enough of this, though much more
might be said. No more is needed to
make clear that the Perennial Philosophy is more than "seeming" blasphemy against Him who said, "No man
cometh unto the Father but by me."
Any pretended enlightenment without Him is gross darkness.
It is illuminating to scale Huxley's
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likes and dislikes. Mahayana Buddhism obviously holds first place in·
his regard. Next come Taoism and
Mohammedan Sufism. Though "faith
in unverifiable propositions" is not
in high standing in the Perennial
Philosophy, Huxley accepts Karma
and perhaps reincarnation, in 'w hich
Karma plays such a decisive role. As
for Christianity, his strictures are farreaching and concern, as we have
seen, its central and distinctive doctrines. However, in Christianity, he
feels most at home in Catholicism.
He holds that Catholicism, like Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism,
"consists, in fact, of a number of
very different religions, covering the
whole gamut of thought and behavior from fetishism, through polytheism, . . . to the profession of
the Perennial Philosophy." This does
not disturb him, but he probably
likes it. He has no objection to purgatory. The "merit of the saints" is
quite to his taste. The veneration,
even adoration, of images he approves of as a lower-scale good. The
use of rosaries, scapularies, relics,
and the like he justifies by implication. It is only when he speaks of
the truly Christian part of Catholicism, such as the doctrine of the
atonement, that he will have no
traffic with it. As regards Protestantism, he has not a single good word
for it-only disapproval. Justification
by faith he rejects. And his special
bete noire is Luther, of whom he
seems to know very little except what
he has gathered from Dean Inge's
nightmare. Quite a compliment to
Luther: to be set at the opposite pole
from· Mahayana Buddhism!

Regional Portrait
AMERICA IS lVEST. An Anthology
of Middlewestern Life and Literature. Edited by John T. Flanagan. The University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis. 1945. 677 pages.
$3-75·

1

ROFESSOR

FLANAGAN teaches Amer-

Pican literature courses at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota. Author and
editor of several books, including
.James Hall, Literar)' Pioneer of the
Ohio Valley, he has recently written a series of articles on midwestern authors for the Chicago Sun
Book Week. He is at present using
a Guggenheim fellowship in preparing a history of middlewestern literature for which this compilation is
apparently a companion volume.
The regionalistic trend in American literature has never really waned.
Too frequently, however, it has become the emphasis of robust antiquarians or enthusiastic sociologists.
Locale truly plays an important part
in environmental influence and for
writers who stress atmospheric settings; yet it seems to · me that editors sometimes strain to include in
their special category nondescript
data of little intrinsic worth or else
expand their material's scope so
broadly as to become ineffective!
This book does not suffer from either of these flaws.
"West" in the title (from Archibald Macleish's American Letter:
"America is West and the wind blowing") refers to
the heartland of America, the region
loosely called the . Middle West and
somewhat arbitrarily defined as the
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twelve states ,o f Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, and the two
Dakotas.

Substantially this is the same midcontinent area used as the basis of
two recent, comparable collections:
Out ·ot the lv!.idwest, A Collection of
Present-Day (post 1910) Writing,
edited by John T. Frederick, and
Mid-Country edited by Lowry C.
Wimberly. We should not forget
that the Mississippi Valley was for
more than a century all the West
there was.
84 authors are reprinted in 99
prose and poem examples of almost
four hundred years of American
writing, with almost as wi~e a range
in quality as in variety. Though he
has included many writers already
widely celebrated (Twain, Ferber,
Suckow, Masters, Tarkington, Lincoln, Sandburg, Lewis, Riley, Anderson, Dos Passos, Rolvaag), the editor has been careful in choosing
specimens which have not been
much anthologized, and he has been
particularly generous to minor writers. Failure to secure the right to
reprint is given as the reason why
nothing by Dreiser or N eihardt is
included. I wonder, however, why no
pertinent drama or political oratory
or devotional homily is presented?
Surely the Middle West is not sterile
in these expressive media.
The essentially threefold plan of
division, given in twelve sections in
the Table of Contents, is simple and
effective. In varying proportion we
glimpse descriptions of the great valley, the frontier, the woods, the river, the farm, the small town, and

the city. Secondly, we see in action
the Indian, explorers and travelers,
~oodsmen and dandies, and representative personalities. Thirdly, our
background is enriched with folklore, legend, and special interpretations. The rich variety can be sensed
in titles as diversified as Helen
Clapesattle's "The Mayos at Work,"
Jessie Benton Fremont's "Old St.
Louis," Charles Allen Smart's "The
Return of Johnny Appleseed," and
Charles D. Stewart's "Belling A
Fox." Old favorites like Garland's
"Under the Lion's Paw" and Lindsay's "Abraham Lincoln Walks at
Midnight" have a leavening effect.
It is a truism that every careful
reader becomes his own anthologist
when once he is sufficiently interested in and informed about a subject. "\Vell, readers will want America
Is West because it contains a liberal
proportion of what other editions of
Middlewesternia do not. Almost any
and every reader will find appeal in
its diversified contents.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Tragic Quackery
WHERE DO PEOPLE TAKE
THEIR TROUBLES? By Lee R.
Steiner. 265 pages. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. $3.00.
~ OMEWHERE

in the book Miss
Steiner explains why people in
emotional turmoil will seek relief;
she says that "there is no pain so
intense as the agony of emotional
distress." On another page: "In every
period of turmoil, people seek security in something beyond them- ,
selves." Because this is true they will
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go to the astrologers and ask for a
horoscope, they will go to fake psychologists, visit a New Thought
Healer, a Hindu Guru or Swami, or
they will try trance therapy, or Miss
Fairfax. The book is a cross section
of the occult and of the metaphysical humbug. The refrain which the
troubled soul receives from all these,
as also from the Institute of Graphology, from the Beacon Light Spiritualist Church, as also from the
Merton System, as well as from the
Christian Scientist, is ever and always
the same-"Everything will come out
all right."
Miss Steiner has a dry humor
which dispenses with exclamation
marks and with all superfluous statements. She tells of her visit to the
famous Elizabeth Aldrich at her skylighted apartment. She remarks that
the woman was not entirely unknown to her. "When I first heard
her lecture during the fall of 1942,
she predicted the end of World War
II on January 13, 1943."
Well, more precisely, where do
people take their troubles? They go
to the psychologists for whose claims
the ' sky is the limit so long a~
one doesn't practice hypnosis and
doesn't claim that he can treat mental diseases; that would involve them
with the police. They go to the
fraudulent Doctors with strange titles like "Doctor of Metaphysics"
(Ms.D.) or bearing "degrees" of an
"F.N.C." and a "U.T.D.," the meaning of which they don't bother to
explain. They go to the "Human
Relations Counselors" on the radio
programs, to the Correspondence
Clubs and the Lonely Hearts parlor.
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Throughout there is profound criticism of these escape mechanisms, for
Miss Lee R. Steiner is a trained psychologist who has done much work
in the field of vocational guidance
and in mental hygiene. Of the Lonely Heart Clubs she remarks, "One
can't make friends of people who
have nothing in common. There
must be something more than
'You're lonely and I'm lonely, so
why don't we be lonely together?' "
Sometimes the remedies listed are
their own sufficient criticism, as
when one of these concerns advertises "The Ancients' Book of Magic,"
candles which have been used in
voodoo practices, "holy-type oil" for
one's hair, "one thousand ways to
get rich," etc. "Here you learn how
to wake the solar plexus." "Send one
dollar for news of a thrilling New
»' ay of Prayer." The promise of the
Ballards that they possessed "a mine
with diamonds so large that a derrick was required to take them out."
Father Divine is not overlooked, nor
the Rosicrucians, nor Psychiana, nor
Numerology, nor the Psychic Ray,
nor the cure for inferiority complex
by means of face lifting operations.
The author is singularly light in
her touch when it comes to discussing Christian Science. Scarcely three
pages are devoted to this, one of the
most un-scientific of all cures offered
for mental help. Miss Steiner actually blames those who fail to get benefit from Christian Science; they "have
not been able to accept Christian
Science completely," they have not
"subordinated themselves to the will
of a Divine Being whom you can
trust completely." Nor does the au-
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thor record any visits to the C. S.
healers; nor has she a word to say
about Malicious Animal Magnetism.
1n connection with James B. Shafer
of metaphysical baby fame, she refers
to the notion "that all the ills of the
world are caused by a form of hysteria whereby wrong thoughts are
translated into bodily and mental
ills." But what else is this than the
M.A.M. of Christian Science?
The book is also lamentably weak
in its discussion of the work of the
ministry of religion. Vaguely she
speaks of those who find that "one's
particular belief fails to satisfy," but
she has nothing to say about the
true and lasting relief that may be
found in the teachings of Christianity, the assurance of a reconciled God
and Father in Heaven and the fel lowship of the redeemed.
Miss Steiner has gone far and examined with a keen and well trained
intellect the fallacious forces of cornfort in which people seek surcease
for their troubles. She has not gone
far enough.

Elemental Power
DAYS AND NIGHTS. By Konstantine Sirnonov. Translated from the
Russian by Joseph Barnes. Simon
and Schuster, New York. 1945. 421
, pages. $2.75.
one were to appraise Days and
Nights, the Book-of-the-Month
selection for November 1945, solely
on the basis of the laws and rules
set up by sticklers for elegance of
style and symmetry in plot and construction, it would be easy to point
out · more than one example of
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crudeness and loose-jointedness. Fortunately, however, there is no sacrosanct edict of the Medes and Persians which says that a novel must
be regarded as altogether unworthy
of genuine distinction merely because
there are times when it jumps in
an awkward manner and moments
when it moves forward at a heavyfoo ted pace. If a story contains the
elemental power of emotional intenseness which characterizes Days
and Nights from beginning to end,
one has more than a little right to
overlook some of the canons of the
purists.
Konstantine Simonov has written
a novel dealing with the siege and
the liberation of Stalingrad. Burning
patriotism gleams forth from every
page; but the author has not cluttered and weakened his gripping
story with political and ideological
preachments. A determined and resourceful foe had swooped down
upon Stalingrad with tremendous
might, and for a long time it seemed
as though the great, sprawling city
would be irretrievably lost. But the
Nazis, clever and powerful though
they were, had failed to reckon adequately with the consuming fire of
patriotism which drove I van, his
mother, his father, . his sisters, his
brothers, his uncles, his aunts, his
cousins, his children, his grandparents, his friends, and his acquaintances to fight so desperately, so doggedly, and with such success for every inch of their homeland that the
~iege of Stalingrad turned out to be
the straw which eventually broke the
German camel's back. There is primordial fury in Days and Nights,
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there is love of countryman for countryman, there is love of man for
woman and woman for man, and
there is unquenchable love for the
fatherland. In addition, there is
hatred for treason, hatred for slackness, hatred for incompetency, and
hatred for the invader. The action
takes place within a period of seventy
days, but those seventy days are
packed with pain, grimness, and stirring drama. Stalingrad was saved.
The invader was turned back. An
important piece of the soil of Mother
Russia was delivered.
Thirty-year-old Konstantine Simonov is one of the Soviet Union's
ablest war correspondents.

Fitting Honor
THE BACH READER: A Life oj
johann Sebastian Bach in Letters
and Documents. Edited by Hans
David and Arthur Mendel. W. W.
Norton & Company, Inc., New
York. 1945. 431 pages. Illustrated.
$6.oo.
those who declare out of
the abundance of their hearts
M
that the music bequeathed to us by
AYBE

Johann Sebastian Bach is as dry as
dust can ever be will want to come
to blows with anyone who says that
The Bach Reader edited by Hans
David and Arthur Mendel will live
on and on as a treasure trove of invaluable information. Maybe confirmed anti-Bachians will merely pity
a reviewer who, in their eyes, is so
hopelessly benighted as to believe
that the world at large-with the exception of a few stick-in-the-mudshas any desire whatever to read
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about Bach. Let them calm their
ire and hold back their pity! The
Bach-haters can do Bach's music no
harm by calling it dry,, and those
who idolize the works of the great
master cannot help the cause of Bach
by spouting nothing but superlatives.
Bach needs no defenders; neither
does he shrink in stature because of
the strictures of his detractors.
How, then, can anyone have the
hardihood to assert that The Bach
Reader will live as an important
book? Will it lead a single antiBachian to mend his ways and find
genuine beauty in the great man's
music? In all likelihood it will do
exactly that. If you happen to be opposed to Bach, please dip into The
Bach Reader. You may start anywhere in the book. The rich contents of the volume will arouse your
curiosity and whet your appetite.
Have you been completely fair in
your attitude toward Bach's music?
Has your own prejudice against it
sprung from the prejudices expressed
by others, or did it come into being
as the result of exposing yourself
too frequently to pitifully inept presentations of the master's compositions? If you are willing to give Bach
a chance, get The Bach Reader and
let it tell you practically all that is
known about the man. Then you
yourself will have more than an even
chance of being converted.
If you happen to be one of those
who worship blindly at the Bachian
shrine, you, too, will need The Bach
Reader. It will help you to understand that even a giant as mighty
and as skillful as Bach could not,
and did not, produce an immortal
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ma,sterpiece every time he took up
his fertile and facile pen to write.
You will learn that one does not
honor Bach by resorting to 'fulsome
adoration. After all, Bach was a human being just as you are a human
being. He was a creature of his
times just as you are a creature of
your times. He liked some of his
works more than he liked others. If
he were alive today, he would exclaim, "May I be preserved from
those who adore me with smug and
purblind devotion!"
Bach comes to life in the pages of
The Bach Reader. The book contains much interesting and valuable
information pertaining to Bach the
man and Bach the musician. You
will read about his education, his
family life, his habits, his business
affairs, his friends, and his opponents. There are anecdotes in the
volume, and there are legends. Was
Bach honored during his lifetime as
he deserved to be honored? Were
there anti-Bachians and pro-Bachians
even in his day? How did his reputation as a composer fare after his
death? Why was he practically forgotten for a time? Who and what
brought about the important Bach
revival?
The Bach Reader is divided into
the following seven sections: "Johann Sebastian Bach: A Portrait in
Outline"; "Bach's Life in His Own
Writings and in Other Evidence";
"Genealogy of the Bach Family";
"Obituary of Bach"; "Bach as Seen
by His Contemporaries"; "On Johann Sebastian Bach's Life, Genius,
and Works"; and "The Rediscovery
of Bach." Besides, there is a valuable

Appendix. Yes, The Bach Reader is
bound to live. Much of the material
it contains has never before been
available in English.

A Great Master
FLORESTAN: The Life and Work
of Robert Schumann. By Robert
Haven Schauffier. Henry Holt and
Company, New York. 1945. 574
pages. Illustrated. $3.75.
us consider briefly two common ways of writing biographies. One can, for example, unearth and compile all ascertainable
facts pertaining to the person whose
life-story is to be set forth, put them
together as chronological order dictates, and couch the resulting book
in the ponderous style which is altogether too frequently looked upon as an unfailing mark of profound
scholarship. Numerous footnotes may
be placed at the bottom of almost
every page to make doubly sure that
the- learning which has gone into the
composition of the volume is impressive in scope and meticulousness.
Another method of concocting a biography is to assemble facts, mix
them with surmises, season them
with sensationalism, roll them in language which strives to the top of its
bent to be ever so choice, drop them
into a pan well-buttered with hit-ormiss conclusions, and fry them into a
hash which appears to be tasty but
brings about violent cramps in the
stomachs of those who sink their
teeth into it.
Robert Haven Schauffier, who
,wrote in a beguiling manner about
the lives of Brahms and Beethoven
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ly in accordance with the state of atbefore he set his clever hand to a
fairs as it actually existed. But can
book dealing with the career of Robany biographer avoid reaching conert Schumann, has succeeded admirably in avoiding the pitfall into clusions and convictions concerning
which there can be no doubt whatwhich pundits with clumsy pens
ever? No. Mr. Schauffl.er sets forth
seem to take delight in falling. As a
result, his biography of Schumann is his views clearly and honestly. One
bound to be berated by those savants may take them or leave them. If, in
the opinion of some readers, they
who, in all autobiographical honesty, turn up their learned noses at · do not always hit the nail squarely
books which one can read in comfort on the head, they are at least worthy
and without being forced to pause of painstaking consideration.
What shall one say about Mr .
.every few minutes in an effort to determine exactly what fact, conclu- Schauffier's comments on Schusion, or surmise is trying to make its mann's music? Is' it fair to declare
that in altogether too many instances
way into one's consciousness through
their unmistakably subjective quality
the fog of cumbersomeness in which
detracts from their value? No. Are
the author has wrapped it.
there in the whole wide world any
Has Mr. 'Schauffier entirely avoided the second wholly undesirable comments on music which are comway of preparing a biography? Be- pletely free from a subjective tinge?
No. The fact remains that what Mr.
fore giving a clear-cut answer to this
question one must point out that the
Schauffier has to say about Schuauthor of Florestan has a style of mann's music contains much that is
writing which, as a rule, is smooth helpful and much that is illuminatand agreeable. At moments it is uning. Take some of his statements
commonly graceful, and now and
with several grains of salt if you will;
then it is beautiful. Unfortunately,
but do not follow the lead of those
however, there are times when it heavy-footed pedants who believe
barely escapes the quality which one
that they, and only they, have the
associates almost involuntarily with
key, or the keys, which can unlock
a. novel by Horatio Alger.
the doors of truth and wisdom.
Is Mr. SchaufHer's biography of
All in all, Florestan is a valuable
Schumann thoroughly reliable in evbook. It is easy to read. Schauffier
ery respect? The answer is that he has done a better job in this .volume
sometimes draws conclusions about
than he did in his work on the life
which there can be, and actually are,
and the music of Brahms. He has
lively debates. Some readers will
not fried his collection of facts, conwonder, for example, whether he clusions, and surmises into a hash
depicts Clara Schumann and her which looks tasty but leads to an upfather in a manner which is entirely heaval in one's digestive system. In
beyond question. In addition, they
consequence, the writer of this rewill ask if his account of Clara's view concludes that Schauffier has
friendship with Brahms is complete- succeeded in steering clear of the sec·
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ond wholly undesirable way of writing a biography. The section of the
book entitled "Intermezzo," which
deals with Schumann as a man of letters, is as valuable as it is fascinating.

Victorian Rebel
WILLIAM ERNEST HENLEY. A
Study in the ((Counter-Decadence"
of the 'Nineties. By Jerome Hamilton Buckley. Princeton University
Press. 1945. 224 pages. $2.75.
OBERT LOUIS STEVENSON'S character Burly, of Talk and Talka "roaring, 'boisterous and piratic' speaker who underwent 'passions of revolt and agony,' a man
'whose presence could be felt in a
room you entered blindfold,' " was
modeled on his friend, the poet,
critic, and editor William Henley.
And the same friend, whose twentyfive year struggle with bone tuberculosis had left him with a foot amputated, gave Stevenson the idea of
Long John Silver in Treasure Island: "It was the sight of your
maimed strength and masterfulness
that begot John Silver...."
Mr. Buckley, in this study of Henley, illuminates that writer's lifelong
fight against hypocrisy, squeamishness, and weariness. He reminds us
that the man whose poem "Invictus"
is, in the minds of too many people,
his only monument, was the author
of excellent poems in several kinds
and was a remarkably influential
critic and editor. In these latter
capacities he waged battle for the
"activist" ethic during the last two
decades of the century. As an editor

R
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of periodicals, his longest-lived organs were the Scots Observer-which
later was moved to London, where
it became the National Observerand the New Review.
In these projects Henley deployed
his "Young Men" in attacks against
the obtuseness of the middle class
and the morbidity and perversity of
the aesthetic school. He printed the
baptism scene from Hardy's Tess
when no other publisher would include it, and he gave Kipling's Barrack Room Ballads to an inimical
public. He encouraged Joseph Conrad, Yeats, and \Veils. In addition he
recalled to his readers the realist
writers of the past, such as Fielding
and Burns. Burns, he felt, was misunderstood by the Victorians; he declared:
As for reading [Burns's writings) in
Victorian terms-Early-Victorian terms
or Late-that way madness lies; madness,
and a Burns that by no process known to
gods or men could ever have existed
save in the lubber-land of some Pious
Editor's dream.

Henley's public was not to be
easily jolted, however, and one after
another of his periodicals failed to
obtain an adequate circulation. The
other aspect of his fight, his attacks
on Wilde and his fellow-aesthetes,
was more complicated, for Henley
agreed with them in upholding the
autonomy of the artist, and Wilde
and he were mutual admirers of each
other's sense of form. Literary bouts
were held in Soho restaurants, at
which Henley might be seen
lounging at the head of the table with
his bodyguard ranged round a very festal
board, while quip, and crook, and shrewd
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criticism, and Rabelaisian jest were bandied from hand to hand, under a floating
cloud of tobacco-smoke.

As a critic of literature and art
Henley could work from a broad
base of erudition. But on this he
built imaginatively, setting himself
into the period and the character of
the artist with whom he was dealing.
With his realistic knowledge of life
he achieved great success through
this method. His activist dogma
proved an obstruction, however,
when he had occasion to deal with
a primarily introspective mind.
Mr. Buckley succeeds in conveying
a sense of Henley's powerful personality and of the gaiety he shared
with Stevenson. The book concludes
with eleven pages of bibliographical
material.

What Price Glory?
MOST SECRET. By Nevil Shute.

William Morrow and Company,
New York. 1945. 310 pages. $2.50.
is a terriblt; thing. It has
the power to transform mild,
H
gentle, peace-loving men into hard,
A1'RED

relentless, and merciless killers. Oliver Borden was a good soldier and
an efficient one before his young
wife died, slowly and horribly, in
the flames which swept through a
bombed London apartment house.
After that tragic night Lieutenant
Borden had only one thought and
one desire: to kill Germans, to put
them to death in the most painful
manner possible, to "see them curl
up and burn and die before him as
he watched." Michael Rhodes, John
Colvin, and Charles Simon, three
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other British officers-each for his
own special reason-shared Oliver's
burning hatred of the Germans. Together they worked out a daring
scheme to bring flaming death to
German troops stationed at Douarnenez, on the coast of France. Their
weapon was a giant flame-thrower
mounted ori the deck of a Breton
fishing boat. Manned by a crew of
refugee Poles and Frenchmen, and
acting under the supervision of the
British Navy, the "Genevieve" successfully carried out three fantastic
missions before a German destroyer
put an end to her operations. Casualties on the "Genevieve" were heavy.
Lieutenant Borden was killed in action, Lieutenant Rhodes was critically wounded, and Captain Simon
died before a German firing squad.
This the plotters held to be a small
price; for their purpose had been accomplished. They had seen more
than seventy of the hated enemy
blotted out in a violent blast of
cherry-colored flame. Others had
been drowned in desperate attempts
at escape, and many, many others
were doomed to a slow and agonizing death as a result of tissue-destroying chemical burns suffered during
the fighting. More than that, the
news of the raids had spread like
wildfire, and throughout the conquered lands a new wave of hope
and courage swept through the enslaved peoples. Overnight the French
underground erupted into intensified guerrilla and sabotage activities.
The . French no longer felt themselves to be forsaken by their traditional British ally. They set about
with a will to prepare for the day
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when . the Nazi conqueror would be
forced to stand against British invasion forces.
We are told that, for security reasons, the British Admiralty held up
the publication of Most Secret for
many months. Apparently the adventures described by Nevil Shute are
founded on actual happenings. Fact
or fiction, Most Secret is a grim and
ugly tale. An experienced and able
craftsman, Mr. Shute has wisely cho1 sen to tell this story with forthright
and convincing simplicity.

Unity in Diversity
A

NATION OF NATIONS. By
Louis Adamic. Harper and Brothers, New York. 1945. 399 pages.
$3-5°·
VER

since we read the late Wil-

liam Buehler Seabrook's interE
esting articles on the various nationalities in the United · States, we
have been waiting for a more adequate treatment of the same subject.
Louis Adamic has given the diversity
of nationalities in the United States
more than adequate treatment in A
Nation of Nations. Adamic, an immigrant and yet as American as a
county fair, discusses various immigrant groups: Italians, Mexicans,
French, Dutch, Swedes, Russians,
Germans, Negroes, Slavs, Norwegians, Greeks, Poles, and Irish. In a
later volume he purposes to discuss
the other groups which form the
constituency of our commonwealth.
' Adamic maintains that there are
tw~ ways of looking at America.
One is this: that the United States
is an Anglo-Saxon country with a

White-Protestant-Anglo-Saxon civilization
struggling to preserve itself against infil
tration and adulteration by other civili
zations brought here by Negroes and
hordes of "foreigners."
The second is this: that the pattern
of the United States is not essentially
Anglo-Saxon although her language is
English. Nor is the pattern Anglo-Saxon
with a motley addition of darns and
patches. The pattern of America is all of
a piece; it is a blend of cultures from
many lands, woven of threads from many
corners of the world. Diversity itself is
the pattern, is the stuff and color of the
fabric. Or to put it in another way: The
United States is a new civilization, owing
a great deal to the Anglo-Saxon strain,
owing much to the other elemef\ts in its
heritage and growth, owing much to the
unique qualities and strong impetuses
which stem from this continent, from
the sweep of its land between two oceans,
the mixture and interplay of its peoples,
the plentitude of its resources, and the
skills which we all of us have brought
here or developed here in the past three
centuries.

A Nation of Nations is a successful attempt to prove the validity of
the second . view. However, Adamic
does not have his head in the sand;
he does not give America's minority
groups with their sometimes difficult
problems of assimilation the same
pollyanna treatment which the writers of high school Social Studies
texts have been wont to give. He
recognizes the problems which the
presence of immigrant groups in our
population poses: language, religion,
illiteracy, the creation of social islands; but he also knows tha·t a "Nativist Movement," Know-Nothingism,
or the Ku Klux Klan are not solutions of the problem.
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In addition to validating his thesis, Adamic gives the reader an appreciation of the rich and varied contributions made by immigrants to
the American way of life. For these
days of tension A Nation of Nations
should be required reading.
Photographs, a detailed index, and
a fine bibliography add to the value
of the book.

In Darkest Europe
LOST CONTINENT. By Noel F.
Busch. Harper and Brothers, New
York and London. 1945. 204 pages.
$2.50.
OEL

F. BUSCH, now one of the

editors of Life magazine, here
N
presents us with his third book; the
first two were My Unconsidered
Judgment and a pen-portrait of the
late President Roosevelt, What Manner of Man. In this volume he tells
us what he saw, as correspondent for
his magazine, during a year spent in
Europe. In that time he visited Yugoslavia, Germany, France, Italy, England, and the Low Countries. He examined the conditi9ns of these countries, all stricken by the war, and he
talked with people of all walks of
life, including war prisoners, refugees, patients in clinics, porters in
hotels, bootblacks, members of the
nobility, and officials. His reporting
of these conversations is revealing.
The total impression is not one of
pessimism but of optimism regarding
the future of Europe. Among his
biographical sketches of the leading
figures in these countries which he
visited are those on Tito, Lord
Keynes, de Gaulle, and our own
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bachelor ambassador to Italy, Mr.
Alexander Kirk.
His observations are those of a
man who has seen much and who has
made a serious attempt to analyze
what he found. As his name indicates, Mr. Busch is of German descent himself and therefore his analysis of the reasons behind the modern German mind are well worth
considering. The following paragraph is pertinent:
As long as the Germans were a collection of little nations which could vent
their spiteful, childish folly on each
other, no one paid, or needed to pay,
much attention to them. However, the
result of this lack of attention was that
their error was never cured and consequently by the time Bismarck made one
nation of Germany the way Hitler wanted to make one nation of Europe, the
error was apparently ingrained. The unification of Germany coincided with the
possibility of emigration to the United
States. Those few Germans who preferred freedom to what Bismarck offered, far from feeling obliged to fight
for it, simply left the country and came
to the United States. This is one reason
why there are now so few Democrats in
Germany, and also why Germans did so
well in America. But when reflecting on
the undoubted contributions made to
America by these immigrants we may remember that the world would have been
improved had they stayed at home and
altered German history instead.

Mr. Busch sums up the conclusions of his observations as follows:
(1) Communication between men is
the basis of civilization; (2) by civilization we mean European civilization
since the latter is now worlqwide; (3)
certain predictions or exhortations concerning the future of Europe are not
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necessarily valid; (4) a new appraisal of
terial necessary for its construction.
the possibilities may be made in view of
Neither U-235 nor plutonium had
its past and also in view of certain new
been prepared in sufficiently large
factors; (5) the chief new factors are
quantities to be visible to the naked
Russia, atomic energy and the new ,
eye before 1940. The U-235 had to
competence of humanity to understand
be separated from the 140 times
itself; (6) these imply (a) that Europe
more abundant heavy isotope of
has a fair chance to retrieve itself and
uranium. Such a separation had
(b) that the United States can and
been successfully carried out only for
should forthwith help it to do so.

End of Modern Man
ATOMIC ENERGY FOR MILITARY PURPOSES. By Henry D.
Smyth. Princeton University Press.
1945. Paper $1.25. Cloth $2.00.

intelligent approach by the
to the problems which
bomb has set can be
made after some information concerning its basic principles and construction has been widely distributed. Henry D. Smyth's book,
Atomic Energy for Military Pw·poses,
does just that. It can be read by
any one at all familiar with modern
science.
The first introductory chapter
gives a clear cut statement of the
scientific principles on which an
atomic bomb must operate. These
show that substantial amounts of the
highly purified lighter isotope of
uranium (U-235) or the element
plutonium would be required. Early
estimates suggested one to 1oo kilograms as the probable amount neces:
sary for one bomb. Most of the basic
facts were known before 1940, in
fact, scientists of a number of countries had contributed to them. The
real problem facing the allied scientists was not how to make an atomic
bomb but how to prepare the rnaN

people
A
the atomic

the lightest known element, hydrogen. Any process was obviously going
to be very difficult and expensive.
Plutonium had to be made from
uranium by a slow process but could
be separated relatively easily by
chemical means. Either process
would require an elaborate plant.
The plutonium works, for example,
was_ placed on a 2oo-sguare-mile tract
on the Columbia river and at one
time 6o,ooo people were directly or
indirectly connected with it. Many
interesting details had to be omitted
for security reasons. Actual details
of size and construction of the bomb
are an example.
After finishing the book the reader should have a fairly clear conception of the atomic bomb and be able
to think intelligently concerning its
impact on civilization and the controls which will be necessary to insure that it will never be used
against any group or nation.

A Newspaperman's Musings
THE HOUSE OF EUROPE. By
Paul Scott Mowrer. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston. 1945.
647 pages. $3-75·
AUL

Scorr

MowRER,

currently

P Paris representative of the New
York Evening Post, has a rich and
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varied background as a newspaperman. Starting at eighteen as a reporter for the Chicago Daily NewsJ
he took over the Paris office of that
paper while he was still in his twenties; he reported the internal difficulties of Europe in the days preceding World War I, observed the first
World War, personally visited the
Riffian incident, chronicled the
events attendant upon the rise of
totalitarianism, and later served as
editor of the Daily News.
In spite of his background and
qualifications Mowrer has not written a great book. The House of Europe as a title is really a misnomer.
The author devotes a large part of
the book to a discussion of his personal affairs. His boyhood in the
Middle West, his university days, his
two marriages, the ebb and flow of
his personal finances, the visit of his
mother and father to Paris-these
and various other personal items are
not of sufficient consequence to be
incorporated into a book entitled
The House of Europe.
In those sections in which he does
discuss the collapse of the House
of Europe Mowrer's comments and
analyses are not particularly penetrating and incisive. The book's
jacket carries the remark that "Mowrer helps us to see the world not
wholly in terms of sin and virtue,
but in purely practical terms of what
peoples hold the power and how
they propose to maintain it." Therein lies the failure of the author's
diagnosis and recommended cure for
Europe's ills. He is completely amoral in his judgments; the maintenance of the status quo, the preserva-
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tion of the balance of power, not the
meting out of justice, concern Mowrer.
The balance of powe:t: did not mean,
as Americans thought, choosing up sides
for war. I defined it as the right and
duty of other states to combine against
any state or group which, by its aggressive diplomatic, economic, or military
activity, was disturbing the relative distribution of power, or was becoming so
big and strong that it threatened to
dominate the rest.
The tedium of the book is somewhat relieved by Mowrer's interesting accounts of his interviews with
prominent Americans who happened
to be visiting Europe and by his discussion of the Riffian incident.
For no apparently good reason an
index was appended to the book.

An Old Master Anew
THE SHORT STORIES OF HENRY ]AMES. Selected and edited
with an introduction by Clifton
Fadiman. Random House, New
York. 1945. 644 pages and a frontispiece. $3.00.
or unconscious! y,
there is at present a revival of
interest in the writings of Henry
James. This American Victorian author is being re-discovered in our
day as if by concerted plan, as numerous editions and commentaries
reveal. Indeed he is deserving of such
attention. In late 1944 F. 0. Mat·
thiessen wrote Henry james: The
M·ajor Phase (a new estimate of his
three crowning novels which were
written when James was nearing 6o),
and edited James' Stories of Writers

C
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and Artists (a collection which presents James' views of the artists'
struggle for sincerity) . As I write this
review of Fadiman's edition of The
Short Stories of Henry ]ames~ Philip
Rahv's edition of James' The Bostonians has just come from the press
-since its original publication in
1886 this novel has not hitherto been
reprinted nor included in the sets
of James' works-as a sort of sequel
to Rahv's recent anthology, The
Great Short Novels of Henry ]ames.
Scheduled to appear very soon, moreover, is a collection of 26 of the best
critical opinions on this author,
edited by F. W. Dupee and called
The Question of Henry ]ames.
Clifton Fadiman's well-known comprehensive reading experience is
wisely applied in this edition of 17
stories carefully selected from about
So shorter fictions written between
1877 and 1909, and chosen as illustrative of themes that absorbed
James' creative imagination for more
than three decades. The brief introductory essay is supplemented by
very short comments averaging two
pages after each story. I find these
editorial helps illuminating but sometimes obvious. To forestall argu ments, Fadiman restricts his selections respectively to 2o,ooo words or
less. Of course readers will have their
own favorites even in this limited
category-for example, I wish that
"Greville Fane" (1893) had been included; but all will agree that this
group is truly representative.
Fortunately, only two stories in
Fadiman's collection are also in
Rahv's anthology previously mentioned, and only two more in Mat-

thiessen's volume earlier indicated.
Of the 17 stories in this sampler, I
recommend for the reader unfamiliar
with James' philosophical technique
"The Birthplace" (1903), an interesting tale in which a co~scientious
librarian, Morris Gedge, advantageously alters his method of conducting the public throug~ Shakespeare's
Stratford cottage and especially the
Birth Chamber. For the more advanced reader I believe "The Real
Thing" (1890) is best worth scrutiny
because its sophisticated light comedy
deals with life and art in its interpretation of the weightiest problem
any artist can pose to himself: the
true nature of reality. My choice of
other especially interesting stories in
this book includes "Four Meetings"
(1877), "Brooksmith" (1891), and
"The Tree of Knowledge" (1900).
The finished short story, as a rule,
does not reflect the ease or difficulty
with which the material of that story
came to the writer. Certainly there
are some people, although fewer
than we like to believe, whose minds
seem naturally to draw the raw materials of fiction from the life around
them. Then too, some writers can
use their inner thoughts to story advantage. In this latter fellowship
Henry James belongs, famous as he
is in spite of an essentially cerebral
attitude toward life, extreme refinement of motive and situation, · unlifelike dialogue, and inability to
create dramatic simplifications. The
analytic content does not seriously
get in the way of action, but it does
paralyze narrative vigor with the result that movement languishes. This
is a loss in James' style, a handicap
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for which the ordinary reader has no
adequate compensation.
. The debate over the merits of
Henry James' writings has simmered
for half a century. That it has today
burst into flame is another heartening sign of modern progress. The.
Short Stories of Henry james will
help clarify the literary contribution
of this post-Hawthorne explorer of
consciousness for whom Mr. Fadiman's word is "awareness."
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Myths and Monsters
HERCULESj MY .SHIPMATE. By
Robert Graves. Creative Age Press,
Inc., New York. 1945. 464 pages.
$3.00.
s the story of Jason's quest for the

Golden Fleece_a pure myth? ExIhaustive
research has led Ropert

Graves to believe that in all probability it is not. He says: "The
Greeks, on the whole a level-headed
people, regarded the voyage [of the
Argonauts] as an historical event
which took place about two generations before the fall of Troy-to
which they assigned the reasonable
date of 1184 B. C." The author of
Herculesj lYiy Shipmate found that
Homer and Hesiod, the earliest Greek
poets whose works are still extant,
both mention the epic voyage of the
"Argo" and that Homer speaks of
the event as being "on everyone's
lips." Through the ages the fabulous
tale kept cropping up in the works
of Greek and Latin writers. Gradually discrepancies, contradictions,
and variations crept into the telling
of the story. Mr. Graves has sub-
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jected the available historical material to a careful scrutiny. He has
weighed and reweighed all the evidence with painstaking care. From
his findings he has fashioned a savage, bawdy, boisterous, and, with it
all, witty and engrossing historical
novel.
Herculesj My Shipmate depicts the
adventures of Jason and his princely
companions in vivid and intimate
detail. In addition, it successfully recreates a shadowy age in which the
lives of men, women, and children
were dominated by cruel and vengeful gods and goddesses, by fantastic
monsters, and by hideous and debasing religious rituals. The erudite
Mr. Graves' book is wriften for adults
-and even adults may find the going
a bit rough. It is regrettable that the
wealth of myth lore assembled for
Herculesj My Shipmate has not been
made available to younger readers in
a palatable and suitable form.

Prize-Winner
THE DOCTOR'S ]OB. By Carl Binger, M.D. W. W. Norton, New
York. 1945. 243 pages. $3.00.
R. CARL BINGER is a practicing
physician in New York City. A
graduate of the Harvard Medical
School, he served with the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research and is
now on the faculty of the CornelJ
Medical College. His book, The Doctors ]obj is winner of the first annual Norton Medical Award. In it
Dr. Binger writes about his own profession in a way that will interest both
his fellow doctors and the layman.
In discussing the problems of modern
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medicine, the doctor becomes "a special pleader for the psychiatric approach to illness." Thus he shows
how new knowledge has brought new
understanding of the causes of many
illnesses and that there must needs be
new ways of curing them. Psychiatry
and psychoanalysis have had revolutionary influences on modern medicine, and the author explains that
psychosomatic medicine implies the
study of the relationship of mind and
body for the cure of such familiar diseases as asthma, high blood pressure,
and stomach ulcer. He also regards allergy, even tuberculosis, as emotional
in origin, and presents case histories
to support this hypothesis. He closes
his book with adiscussion of socialized
medicine and takes a progressive
point of view on this much disputed
topic.

To Keep Them Busy
A

CHILD'S TREASURY OF
THINGS-TO-DO. By Caroline
Horowitz. Hart Publishing Co.,
New York. 1945. 192 pages. $2.50.
Printed in 24 colors on waterproof
stock; over 260 illustrations.

lf F you reside anywhere within earll shot of children it might be wise
to equip yourself with this book. Every one of its 192 pages describes ideas
for unsupervised play activities for

children. The author, Mrs. Horowitz,
has happily hit upon a childhood secret-that children derive far more
pleasure from toys which they themselves construct than from manufactured playthings. The age limit on
the flyleaf reads from two to fourteen,
but many of the suggested ideas will
be as much fun ' for adults as they are
for children. There is amusement for
large groups, small groups and individuals. The descriptions are written
so that any child who has learned to
read may follow them. The materials
recommended are listed at the beginning of each chapter. They include
practically the whole household from
mother's last bar of soap to father's
hoarded ball of twine. Directions for
making gifts include really useful articles, an important item to note
when children make things. The
book is printed on water-resistant paper that will stand up under handling by grubby, wet or sticky fingers.
The print is large, the pictures are
clear and take you through the various phases of the project. The educational values that suggest themselves
are obvious. The activities stimulate
the imagination, encourage independent play and advance the ability
to think. The book should bring
many happy hours to the whole family.
GERTRUDE DoEDERLEIN
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HOW WE LIVE
A Simple Dissection of the Economic Body. By Fred C. Clark and
Richard Stanton Rimanoczy. D.
Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New
York, N. Y. 1944. 39 pages.
Y

way of a simple, brief, illustrat-

ed summary, and clear descripB
tion of our economic organization,
its parts, their functions, and interrelationships, the authors attempt to
bring about a better understanding
and harmony between economic
classes, thereby avoiding behavior injurious to the nation's economic
health and making more probable
the development of economic peace
and progress in America.
Although they over-simplify the
causes of the business cycle and unemployment in the description of
balanced relationships, the authors
clearly emphasize the presence of
"limits" encountered by economic
classes in bargaining for their share
of the income from production of
goods and services for sale to the
consumer. Herein lies the chief merit
of the book.
As a whole, the author's clarifica-

tion and simplification of basic eco·
nomic ideas ought to materially reduce economic illiteracy, antagonism
between economic classes, and the
future use of an economic terminology of a changing and inaccurate
meaning.
E. E. GoEHRING

AT HOME WITH MUSIC
By Sigmund Spaeth. Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., New
York. 1945. 366 pages. Illustrated.
$3-50.
is entirely proper to resort to the
argot of the sports pages of our
daily newspapers and say that Sigmund Spaeth has something on the
ball. He knows how to make the
study of music interesting to the
rank and file. In fact, he has developed a distinctly Spaethian art of
holding forth on the subject which
lies so close to his heart. Spaeth is
inclined to be repetitious, it is true,
and his learning sometimes walks on
crutches; but no one can deny that
Sigmund is able to deliver the
Spaethian goods in a clever manner
and wi th unmistakable persistence.
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In At Home With Music the doctor
chats about taste, harmony, rhythm,
tone color, the symphony orchestra,
form, program music, songs, church
music, opera, overtures, symphonies,
modernism, jazz, the history of music,
and many other things. The book i
illustrated with reproductions in
color of paintings in the unique collection of the Magnavox Company,
of Fort Wayne, Indiana. Frank Freimann, a vice-president of the Magnavox Company, has contributed an
important chapter entitled "Your
Radio-Phonograph." Lists of recordings and a glossary of common musical terms add much to the value of
the book.

ANTHOLOGIA LUTHERANA
Edited by Walter E. Buszin. Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis,
Mo. 1945·

a hymn of the Bohemian Brethren
entitled jesus' Cross, the Death and
Pain,· Albert Kranz's (born in 1879)
0 Christ, Thou Lamb of God; Surely He Hath Borne .Our Griefs, by
Karl Heinrich Graun (1703?-1759);
Christ Is Risen from the Grave, as
arr.a nged by Carl Hirsch (1858-1918);
and Today Arose Christ from the
Grave and We All Rejoice on This
Glad Day, as harmonized by Michael
Praetorius (1571-1621). The editor
of the series has rendered a praiseworthy service to the cause of church
music. Both he and the publishers
merit commendation and support.

THE NEW GOLD BOOK
Contract Bridge Complete. By Ely
Culbertson. The John C. Winston
Company, Philadelphia and Chicago. 1945. 612 pages. $3.00.
has been called
father of the theory and
of bridge. His first Gold
Book was published in 1936. Mr.
Culbertson's purpose was to present
"in a single volume, a scientifically
unified view of modern Contract
Bridge as a whole; and in the same
work to explain and illustrate the
thousands of specific questions which
arise in the bidding, the play and
the laws." The New Gold Book is
not a revision in the usual sense.
The author emphasizes the fact that
there is no change in the Culbertson
system. Nevertheless,
LY

excellent anthology of Lutheran choral music deserves to
be widely known and extensively
used. It contains Martin Luther's A
Mighty Fortress Is Our God, as harmonized by Melchior Franck (15731639); Shall I Not to God Sing
Praises? to a melody by Johann Schop
(t ca. 1664) as harmonized by~ Johann
Sebastian Bach; ten Schemelli chorales; LoTd, Let at Last Thine Angels
Come, as arranged by Hans Leo
Hassler (1564-1612); Hassler's From
Depths of Woe I Cry tO' Thee; an
anonymous setting of Glory to God,
as edit~d by Mr. Buszin; 0 Holy ,
Blissful Night, in a version by the
editor; Adam Gumpeltzhaimer's
(1559-1625) How Long, Dear Lord;
Gumpeltzhaimer's harmonization of

T

HIS

CULBERTSON

the
E
practice

a great deal of new material has been
added because the bridge-playing standard has risen and every reader is now
ready for the most expert methods of
Slam Bidding and Card Reading and for
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expert bidding in Duplicate Bridge, a
game which has achieved such popularity that it now numbers millions of adherents.

There is a special chapter "for the
tired business man." It provides a
brief and allegedly painless lesson
for the "millions of husbands who
are now chained, like galley slaves,
to the Bridge table." Mr. Culbertson
believes that this is necessary because
it is characteristic of the American woman to be so intensely enthusiastic about
anything she undertakes-be it a husband, a home, a social movement or a
mere game-that she may become positively ferocious in her enthusiasm. And
the poor husband suffers.

Ah mel Wonderful world!

THE THEATRE BOOK
OF THE YEAR: 1944-1945
By George Jean Nathan. Alfred A.
Knopf, New York. 1945. 342 pages.
$3.00.
many years George Jean Nathan has been rated America's
foremost critic of the drama. His
astute, forthright, and brilliantly
written criticisms have had a powerful influence on the American theater. The Theatre Book of the Year:
I944-I945, the third in a series of annual publications, offers an invaluable record of the plays and the musical productions presented in New
York City during the past season.
The author includes his own selection of best plays, performances, and
productions, together with pungent
critical commentaries on the plays,
the performers, and the producers.

F
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THE YELLOW ROOM
By Mary Roberts Rinehart. A Murray Hill Mystery. Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., New York. 1945. 248
pages. $2.50.
NEW

mystery novel from the

pen of Mary Roberts Rinehart
A
is always sure of a warm welcome
from the countless thousands who
find pleasure and relaxation in this
type of fiction. The Yell ow Room
will be no exception. Although it is
not up to some of the author's earlier
releases, it is nevertheless far superior
to the average "Who-dun-it" yarn.
Mrs. Rinehart is still without a peer
in her chosen field.

MARCillNG SIDE BY SIDE
Stories from Lutheran Chaplains
on the Far-flung Battlefronts. Com. piled by :F rederick C. Proehl. Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis,
Mo. 1945. 228 pages. $2.00.
HIS

interesting book will be read

T by many people within and beyond the Lutheran Church. It is a
record o.E the experiences and achievements of Lutheran Chaplains of the
Missouri Synod at home and abroad.
The compiler, the Rev. F. C. Proehl,
was an army chaplain with a distinguish~d record in the first World
War and a member of Synod's Army
and Navy Commission in World
War II.
In Marching Side by Side the compiler lets the correspondence of chaplains tell the story. It is the story of
brave men who preached the gospel
of Christ's love wherever they were
sent with their men; chaplains who
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ministered to the spiritual needs of
their fellow soldiers or sailors amid
the perils of modern warfare in the
air, on land, or sea; chaplains who
braved untold hardships and even
death in order to serve the souls committed to their care in time of war.
The book is not only inspirational
reading but it is richly illustrated
with reproductions of many photographs taken near the scenes of battle
and elsewhere. v\Te salute the compiler for a task well done.
H. H.

KUMNICK

in this story he permits his reporter
"Cornelius" to draw on such material. Persons appear in the passion
scene whose names and conversations
are not found in the Gospel account.
But the real purpose of the story is
to portray the events of Holy Week.
They are described in vivid modern
journalistic style. It is seldom that a
clergyman of such scholarly attainments as Dr. Evans so frequently
manifests can dramatize a Bible story
for the masses in modern newspaper
style.
H. H. KUMNICK

CORNELIUS THE CENTURION
Newsman of Galilee. By John
Evans. Willett, Clark & Company,
Chicago and New York. 47 pages.
$1.00.

THE CHURCH AND THE
RETURNING SOLDIER
By Roy A. Burkhart. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1945. 204
pages. $2.00.

story "by Cornelius" portrays
the transcendent drama of the
T
events of Holy Week. Its author is

1T N this volume Dr. Burkhart, former

the scholarly Dr. John Evans, Episcopal clergyman and religion editor
of the Chicago Tribune. But the
book makes no pretense to scholarship. It first appeared in the form
of a series of front-page articles in
the Chicago Tribune. The editor of
this newspaper has reported that this
series had a larger fan mail than any
other Tribune story in many months.
People of all classes read this popularized story of the Savior's Passion
as described by "Cornelius the Centurion," an ideal special correspondent to report the great events of
Holy Week.
The author is well versed in the
legendary life of Christ which has
been woven around the historical
Jesus of the Gospels. Here and there

First Community Church of Columbus, Ohio, begins by analyzing the
mind of the returning serviceman
and his relation to the church. He
continues by outlining the preparation the church must make to meet
the various problems presented by
the wounded, the mentally ill, the
socially unsettled, etc. In the final
section of his book he branches out
to emphasize those activities of local,
national, and world-wide scope which
he feels present the great challenge
to the church today. He sees the
need of a revitalized church, but
looks for it in a program of Christian service and not in the means
of grace. vVhat makes his book particularly objectionable throughout is
his liberal theological viewpoint,

HIS

ll educator and present pastor of

L-----------------------~-----------------1
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which denies every fundamental doctrine of Christianity. When he speaks
of the returning servicemen he has
many worthwhile things to say. But
when h'e speaks of the Church, his
comments are worthless from the
conservative Christian viewpoint. A
well-organized bibliography and index are included in the book.

THE QUESTION
By Dana Burnet. Alfred A. Knopf,
New York. 1945. 42 pages. $1.00.
dust jacket proclaims that
this little story by Dana Burnet.,
T
first published in the Saturday EveHE

ning PostJ will bring comfort and
faith to tho_se whose sorrowing hearts
ask the eternal question: "Why does
God let men suffer?" The answer,
parabolically told by a West Virginia mountain minister for a sorrowing couple in his flock, is beautifully done. But the answer put into
the mouth of God leaves out Christ's
atonement, and by that much falls
short of achieving its purpose. The
s_tory's concluding line indicates this:
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" ... she had found, if not the ultimate answer, at . least the courage
and the strength of spirit to go on
living with it."

UNITED NATIONS PRIMER
By Sigrid Arne. Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York. 1945. 156
pages.
American who has difficulty
in following his favorite commentator's glib references to the various international conferences held
during the past four years needs this
book.
The Atlantic Charter and the official texts of the meetings at Casablanca, Quebec, Moscow, Bretton
Woods, Cairo, Yalta, San Francisco,
as well as those of the Food Conference, the United Nations Relief Conference, the Aviation Conference,
and the International Labor Conference are in this book.
While the book carries no mark indicating its price, it probably costs
less than one dollar. Buy it; read it;
be informed.
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Motion Picture
THE CRESSET evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

The
A LTHOUGH
of the Year:

cal culture expert is summoned
to pummel and roll the little one
out of what lumps and bumps
are in the malapropos places." A
make-up professor prunes her eyebrows into slender crescent moons
and applies false eyelashes which
"give her the appearance of a
whiskbroom wistfully enamored
of itself." Next belladonna and
creme de cacao are used to give
her eyes "a gleam and glisten
which would frighten the average
lighthouse out of its wits. And
miladi's face is shellacked, powdered, pencilled and painted into
a spectacle so different from
what it originally was that aghast
mama, fainting after a look at the
coiffure, upon squinting it, falls
into a mortal coma." And so it
goes. The couturier makes her
look like "what the third assistant
press agent who gets sixty dollars
a week raptly calls a million dolJars." By means of lights, draperies, screens, and gauzes the
photographer "confects pictures

Theatre Book
I944-I945 (AIfred A. Knopf, New York. 1945)
is primarily a record and a review
of the legitimate stage, George
Jean Nathan has generously
thrown in a devastating analysis
of the manner in which a Hollywood glamor girl is born-or, to
be more accurate, made. A typical
"synthetic wonderbabe" is, he dedares, usually "a child of tender
years." Her sole assets are youth,
a good figure, and "a ferocious
ambition some day to achieve the
high artistic eminence of a ringside seat at a recherche Hollywood night club." A dentist converts the chosen one's teeth,
"which may resemble the stubs in
a November corn field, into so
n1any unbelievably symmetrical
pearls." A hair-dresser arbitrarily
alters the color of her hair and arranges it in a coiffure "that mama
back home in Texas or in jail
would never ·recognize and, if she
did, would faint." Next "a physi-
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which are theoretically capable of
sending normal men into spasms
of ecstasy." Then the master press
agent goes to work. The pictures
are dispatched far and wide together with stories relating to
"the heart-breaking powers of the
beauty, the manifold heroes of
the screen who have succumbed
to her devastating allure, and the
scions of wealth and high society
who have cast themselves into
the Gowannus Canal in despair
of achieving her hand." Our heroine is shown
arriving orchid-laden at La Guardia
airport or Grand Central station, or
in an invisible swim suit beside her
visible private two-hundred-by-fourhundred pool, with her seven Russian
wolf hounds, in her modest little 20,ooo-dollar flower garden, and in her
simple little bed that looks like a
combination of Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe and the late Everleigh
Club. . . . And another Hollywood
Glamour girl has been born-and
made.

We know that Mr. Nathan
does not like the movies. Nevertheless, there is so much truth in
his blistering remarks that aspiring young actresses would do well
to ponder them.
The late Ernie Pyle was the
self-appointed voice of America's
valiant, hard-hitting, foot-slogging
infantryman. The famous correspondent marched with the
doughboys along the bloody road
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which stretched from North · At.
rica and up the Italian Peninsula
to Rome. He was with them when
they hit the beaches of Jap-held
Pacific islands. Like so many of
his comrades, he fell before enemy
fire on tiny Ie Shima, and, in
death, he sleeps with the brave
men of whom he once wrote that
"for the most part the G. I. dies
so miserably." Story of G. I. joe
(United Artists, William Wellman) portrays with painful, pulsating realism the things which
Mr. Pyle told with such touching
simplicity in his books and newspaper articles. Authentic United
States Signal , Corps battle sequences, skillfully woven into the
film, eloquently-and terriblysubstantiate another line from
Mr. Pyle's writings: "Killing is a
rough business." Story of G. I. joe
is an account of the North African-Italian Campaign. It is a record of mud, water-logged foxholes, mental and physical strain,
fatigue, boredom, despair, loneliness, tenderness, humor, nobility,
and brutality. In short, it is war
-war stripped of flag-waving and
grandstand heroics. A young veteran of the Italian Campaign was
our guest a day or two after we
had seen Story of G. I. ] oe. He,
too, had seen the picture, and we
were curious to hear his reaction.
"Yes," he said, "that's exactly the
way it was." Mr. Wellman's direction is excellent. Burgess Mere-
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dith, in the role of "the little
guy," turns in a fine performance.
So do the other members of the
cast.
Love Letters (Paramount, William Dieterle) may leave you feeling slightly dizzy and with a darkbrown taste in your mouth. This
fantastic tale of suffering and regeneration has an incredibly involved plot, compounded of deceit, murder, amnesia, and a
whiz-bang climax. Mr. Dieterle
treads the maze with astounding
skill, and the acting in Love Letters is remarkably good. But this
is not enough. The picture never
takes on even a semblance of reality. Superior hokum, this, but still
hokum.
1 see that box-office receipts for
Weekend at the Waldorf (M-G-M,
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.) have already Jeached a staggering figure.
It does not follow that this is a
fine picture. It is not. It is merely
a sleekly elegant, up-to-date rehash of Grand Hotel} the smash
hit of another decade. A starstudded cast plows its arduous
way through the tinsel and the
froth.
I shall confess at ·once that I
considered Kiss and Tell} F. Hugh
Herbert's Broadway hit of 1943,
a poor play. I shall admit just as
readily that I do not consider the
recently released screen adaption
made by Columbia under the direction of Richard Wall ace an

improvement. The mishaps and
misadventures of adolescence in
themselves provide appealing and
sure-fire comedy material. Kiss
and Tell} however, does not stop
there. Dialogue and action reek
with suggestiveness and doubleentendre.
In recent weeks The Voice has
been making the headlines in a
new role. It would be unfair to
look upon Frank Sinatra's appeals for racial and religious tolerance as nothing more than a press
agent's bid for cheap publicity.
vVe have no right to question Mr.
Sinatra's sincerity. The House I
Live In (RKO-Radio, Mervyn Le
Roy) presents a simple, forthright, and heartfelt plea for tolerance and understanding. One
short film, of course, can do little more than scratch the surface
of a deep and ugly subject, and
some of it may seem too obviously
fabricated. Nevertheless, feeble as
it may seem, this is at least a step
toward a frank and open consideration of one of our most
pressing problems. Frank Sinatra's
appearance in the picture will
guarantee the interest of the bobby-sox and teen-age brigades. All
profits from this film will go to
various organizations and agencies working on the problems of
juvenile delinquency.
Twenty-odd years ago Hungarian-born Roszicka and Jansci
Deutsch, known professionally as
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the Dolly Sisters, cut a wide and
fancy swath in theatrical circles
here and abroad. The Dolly Sisters (2oth Century-Fox, Irving
Cummings) is by no means a true
biography of the famous twins.
The real-life Dolly sisters were
brunettes; on the screen they are
impersonated by two gleaming
blondes-Betty Grable and June
Haver. The picture ignores or
plays down many facts which are
still common gossip among veterans of the legitimate stage. Produced on a lavish scale and in
the most glittering technicolor,
The Dolly Sisters is sure-fire boxoffice-hit material.
The same thing is not likely to
be true of George White's Scandals (R-K-0-Radio, Felix E.
Feist), which assaults the eyes
and ears of movie-goers with the
slapstick comedy of Joan Davis
and ] ack Haley, with a collection
of over-age gags, and a mad,
murky, ridiculous plot. There are
a few pleasing interludes to relieve the strain. Just the same,
consider yourself warned!
Charles Laughton's impersonation of his famous compatriot,
Captain William Kidd, lacks
much of the swagger and the
swashbuckling bravado which
have marked earlier cinema presentations of the pirate king. In
fact, Mr. Laughton plays the role
with an ill-concealed twinkle in
his eye and with his tongue in his
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cheek. As a result, Captain Kidd
(United Artists, Rowland V. Lee)
is not cast in the old, well-worn,
bucket-of-blood movie pattern.
Paris Underground (United Artists, Gregory Ratoff) is a firstclass example of what can-and
usually does-happen to a story
when it goes to Hollywood. Etta
Shiber's best seller of a few seasons ago presented an unpretentious and authentic account of
the manner in which two middleaged women living in Paris managed to smuggle more than 200
British soldiers back to Britain.
In the movie version the simplicity and the homely, ordinary
qualities which gave the book its
authority and credibility have
been summarily scuttled in favor
of the customary Hollywood trimmings. The result? A smart, artificial, melodramatic picture
as thin and hard as its producerheroine, Constance Bennett.
Agatha Christie is a prime favorite among those who delight
in mystery yarns. The Nursery
Rhyme Murders} which appeared
a few years ago, packed a full
quota of spine-tingling murders.
A stage adaptation presented under the title Ten Little Indians
had a long run on Broadway. And
Then There Were None (2oth
Century-Fox, Rene Clair) introduces a mildly interesting and
mildly mystifying screen version
of Miss Christie's popular novel.
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